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PREFACE
 
This is the second of a three-volume set comprising the final report on the
 
study entitled "Investigation of Storage System Designs and Techniques for
 
Optimizing Energy Conservation in Integrated Utility Systems". The research
 
program was sponsored by the Urban Systems Project Office at National Aero­
nautics and Space Administration's Lydon B. Johnson Space Center (NASA-JSC)
 
and was performed by Battelle's Columbus Laboratories (BCL) under Contract
 
No. NAS9-14628. The volumes are entitled
 
" Volume I - Executive Summary 
* Volume II - Application of Energy Storage to IUS 
* Volume III - Assessment of Technical and Cost 
Characteristics for Candidate IUS Energy Storage 
Devices. 
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INTRODUCTION
 
The applicability of energy storage devices to any energy system obviously
 
depends, to a large extent, on the performance and cost characteristics of
 
the larger basic system. A comparative assessment of energy storage alterna­
tives for application to IUS must, therefore, address the "systems" aspects
 
of the overall installation. This second volume of the three volume series
 
describing the subject study emphasizes these system considerations in addition
 
to describing the overall framework for carrying out the comparative assess­
ment. Included are (1) descriptions of the two no-storage IUS baselines utilized
 
as "yardsticks" for comparison throughout the study, (2) discussions of the
 
assessment criteria and the selection framework employed, (3) a summary of the
 
rationale utilized in selecting water storage as the primary energy storage
 
candidate for near term application to IrS, (4) discussion of the integration
 
aspects of water storage systems, and (5) an assessment of IUS with water
 
storage in alternative climates.
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BASELINE DEFINITION
 
The objective of the Baseline Definition task was to establish a benchmark for
 
comparison of the alternative energy storage concepts as well as to devise a
 
framework for carrying out the assessment and selection tasks. The approach
 
to this task involved the following subtasks:
 
(1) 	Conceptualization of IUS baseline systems for use
 
as a yardstick for comparison of energy storage
 
alternatives
 
(2) 	Development of an energy supply computer model to
 
assist in comparisons of alternative energy storage
 
schemes
 
(3) 	Establishment of reference load profiles based on
 
inputs from NASA-JSC
 
(4) 	Establishment of a framework for the comparative
 
assessment including criteria and weighing factors.
 
Baseline Concepts
 
A 1000-Unit Apartment and a Village Complex were selected as the target develop­
ments to be served by the IUS baselines. These communities had both been 
examined in detail in previous studies (1,2)* at NASA-JSC and energy demand
 
profiles were available for each. In addition, the selection of these two
 
communities resulted in an indication of the effect of development size on
 
the applicability of energy storage. The 1000-Unit Apartment represents the
 
low end of the size range thought feasible for IUS due to the economics of
 
scale. The Village Complex, on the other hand, has electrical loads which are
 
approximately an order of magnitude higher than the Apartment application.
 
Both communities were originally assumed to be located in a region with
 
climatic conditions similar to Washington, D.C. The effect of alternate
 
climates was later examined for the primary storage candidate utilizing energy
 
demand profiles corresponding to Houston, Texas, and Minneapolis, Minnesota.
 
* Numbers in brackets indicate references immediately following the last page 
of text 	in this volume.
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The 1000-Unit Apartment consists of 40 separate buildings which house approxi­
mately 2400 people. Four separate building types are included--high rise
 
apartment buildings, low rise (3 story) single apartments and two types of low
 
rise family apartments. Distribution of utility services is by.means of a
 
series of trenchs which contain potable water lines, hot water supply and
 
return, chilled water supply and return, and electrical conductors.
 
The Village Complex is a composite of three identical neighborhoods and a
 
centralized village center which serves as a center of activity for the Village
 
Complex. The village center includes office buildings, retail business esta­
blishments, schools, and medium rise apartments. The neighborhoods each contain 
713 single family residences and 648 multifamily housing units for-a total of
 
1361 families. Each neighborhood also contains an elementary school.
 
Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram depicting the energy flow in the I-US 
baselines. The performance characteristics of the specific equipment comprising 
the system were drawn, wherever possible, from the results of previous NASA-JSC 
studies. For example, the prime mover/generator sets for the 1000-Unit Apart­
ment were assumed to be the same Fairbanks-Morse 478 kW diesel units which were 
utilized in Reference 1. Likewise, the Nordberg 4415 kW diesel generator sets 
recommended in Reference 2 were used for the Village Complex. 
The no-storage IUS supplies all of the electrical requirements of the community
 
being served via diesel generators (i.e., as if there were no tie-in with a
 
regional electricity supply grid). These units are equipped with heat recovery
 
devices and the recovered heat is utilized to supply space heating demands, hot
 
water heating demands, and cooling demands (through absorption chillers). The 
recovered thermal energy is supplemented by a heat recovery incinerator and,
 
when necessary, by an auxiliary boiler. When the recovered thermal energy is 
.greater than the thermal demand, the excess heat is rejected to a cooling 
-tower. During periods when the cooling demand exceeds the capacity of the 
absorption chillers, electric chillers are brought on line to satisfy the
 
cooling load.
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DIAGRAM OF NO-STORAGE IUS 
Table 1 gives details on the sizing and performance characteristics of the
 
equipment utilized in the two IUS baselines. As mentioned earlier, much of the
 
performance information has been drawn from References 1 and 2. The sizing
 
information was based on the results of computer simulations described else­
where in this report. It has been assumed, for the purposes of this study,
 
that all of the electrical energy required by the baseline communities is
 
generated on-site and that power may be drawn from a conventional utility grid
 
only during emergencies. This assumption results in the necessity of installing
 
electrical generation capacity sufficient to meet the peak electrical demand.
 
In the extreme case, this assumption would also require the installation of
 
additional generators to carry the load when maintenance is being performed
 
on one of the primary generators; standby generators, however, are not included
 
in the Table 1 equipment summary.
 
IUS Computer Model
 
A computer model, IUSMOD, was developed to aid in the analysis of energy
 
storage imbedded in the IUS baselines. This program, which is described in
 
more detail in Appendix B, is basically an energy flow simulation. It calcu­
lates the fuel required by prime movers and auxiliary boilers to supply the
 
electrical, space heating, space cooling, and water heating requirements of the
 
baseline communities.
 
Input required by the program includes the hour-by-hour demand profiles for
 
hot water heating, space heating, space cooling, and electricity. The performance
 
parameters for the various IUS components (boilers, chillers, etc.) are also
 
input, as well as the appropriate flags which describe the case being run.
 
Program output consists of the calculated fuel utilization, generator output,
 
chiller output, waste heat recovered, and energy to and from storage for each
 
hour of the period under consideration.
 
The IUSMOD computer program used is a relatively simple analytical tool intended
 
for preliminary sizing of storage schemes and rough estimates of the annual
 
fuel utilization of alternative IUS designs. Results of the program appear to
 
agree reasonably well with output from its more complex "parent" program, ESOP,
 
when similar input data are used.
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TABLE 1. EQUIPMENT DATA FOR NO-STORAGE BASELINE IUS
 
Item 1000-Unit Apartment Village Complex
 
Diesel Generators
 
Manufacturers Fairbanks-Morse Nordberg
 
Rating, kW 478 4,415
 
Number Installed 6 8
 
Total Capacity, kW 2,868 35,320
 
Absorption Chillers
 
Installed Capacity, Tons 450 3,400
 
COP 0.6 0.6
 
Electric Chillers
 
Installed Capacity, Tons 1,000 6,200
 
COP 4.0 4.0
 
Auxiliary Boilers
 
Rating, hp 250 500
 
Number Installed 2 4
 
Total Capacity, hp 500 2,000
 
80
Efficiency, percent 80 
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Load Profiles
 
The load profiles for the IUS baseline communities were developed based on 
information supplied by NASA-JSC. The profiles consisted of the hour-by-hour 
demands for electricity, space heating, space cooling, and domestic hot water
 
heating, and they defined the energy loads which the IUS baselines were required
 
to supply. In addition, the quantity of thermal energy which was recoverable
 
from the incineration of solid wastes was estimated based on an assumed con­
stant burn rate during daylight hours. Profiles for sii day types were developed
 
representing a summer design day, a winter design day, and average days for
 
spring, summer, fall, and winter for both the 1000-Unit Apartment and the
 
Village Complex.
 
Tables 2 through 5 show the load profiles for summer and winter design days*
 
for the 1000-Unit Apartment and the Village Complex. The electrical and
 
cooling loads for the summer design day are shown graphically in Figures 2 and
 
3 for the 1000-Unit Apartment and the Village Complex respectively.
 
Framework for Assessment
 
The objective of this task was the development of a framework for evaluating
 
the various alternative energy storage concepts. This task involved the
 
selection of the various criteria for assessing the energy storage systems,
 
establishment of a scoring system, and assignment of weighting factors for each
 
criterion. The framework developed provides a means of summarizing the rela­
tive merits and shortcomings of the alternative schemes in a concise manner.
 
The framework devised is a modification to the method described by Churchman
 
and Ackorff in Reference 3. The procedure involves the assignment of weights to
 
each of the selected criteria according to their relative importance. The
 
various alternatives are then evaluated against each of the assessment criteria
 
and a raw score is assigned. The raw scores are multiplied by the weights
 
* The design days are sometimes referred to as "2-Sigma" days, meaning they 
represent days in which the weather conditions are approximately 2 standard
 
deviations higher than the average.
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assigned to each criteria and the weighted scores summed for each alternative.
 
The total weighted scores for the various alternatives may then be compared
 
and a relative ranking determined.
 
Assessment Criteria and Scoring
 
The criteria which were utilized in assessing the relative merits of energy
 
storage alternatives were selected based on a review of the overall obj:ectives
 
of the IUS program and discussions with NASA-JSC personnel. The selected
 
assessment criteria are:
 
* Net relative cost
 
* Relative fuel utilization
 
" Safety
 
* Availability/Reliability/Maintainability
 
* Hardware availability
 
* Environmental concerns 
* Energy storage density
 
* Expansion capability
 
* Transportability.
 
The evaluation frameworkselected requires that-a system for assigning raw
 
scores to each of the energy storage alternatives be established. The proce­
dure utilized in devising this scoring system involved the evaluation of each
 
of the energy storage alternatives relative to theno-storage baseline. A
 
scale ranging from one through nine was selected and the no-storage case was
 
arbitrarily assigned a value of five for each of the criteria. If an energy
 
storage device was judged by the Project Team to yield a total system better
 
than the no-storagecase, a value greater than five was assigned. If inferior
 
to no-storage, a value less than five was assigned.
 
The criteria which were utilized in this study are summarized in Tables 6 through
 
14. They are defined and their associated scoring scales are discussed in the
 
following sections.
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Net Relative Cost. Net relative cost (NRC) is the ratio of the life cycle cost 
of an 1US/energy storage combination to the life cycle cost of the baseline IUS 
concept. The term "net" emphasizes recognition of potential savings as well 
as the additional costs incurred by the incorporation of an energy storage 
device. The term life cycle cost is used here to indicate the properly dis­
counted sum of the first costs and the operating and maintenance costs over the
 
life of the project. It is not meant to include the developmental costs
 
associated with the initial prototypes for any of the energy storage systems.
 
The assumptions and procedures utilized in calculating the net relative cost of
 
the energy storage devices are discussed in Appendix A.
 
Table 6 presents the scale which was selected for assigning scores to each of
 
the energy storage candidates based on net relative cost. Notice that the
 
scale has been centered around the demarcation value of 1.0. Devices with
 
values of net relative cost greater than 1.0 will be less profitable than the
 
less than 1.0 refer to energy storage systemsno-storage baseline while values 
which improve profitability. The increment utilized in this scale is 1 percent. 
Thus, an energy storage device which results in a' savings of 1 percent of the 
life cycle cost of the no-storage baseline will receive a score of 6. A device
 
which will increase life cycle costs by 1 percent (NRC = 1.01) will receive a 
score of 4.
 
Relative Fuel Utilization. Relative fuel utilization is the ratio of annual 
fuel consumption of the IUS/energy storage combination to the annual fuel 
IUS. The fuel consumption scoring scale'consumption of the no-storage baseline 
is presented in Table 7. As for net relative cost, the relative fuel utiliza­
tion scale is centered around a value of 1.0 with 1 percent increments. Thus,
 
an energy storage device which reduces the energy consumption of the IUS by 
1 percent will be assigned a value of 6. 
Safety. Safety is the relative freedom from accidental system failures that
 
could endanger prQperty and/or life. Safety can be quantified in terms of 
occurrences or consequences of unsafe system failures, i.e., incidents result­
ing in property damage'and/or personal injury. Commonly used indices are 
13
 
TABLE 6. NET RELATIVE COST SCORING SCALE 
NRC(a) Score 
< 0.966 	 9 
0.966 - 0.975 I 8 
0.976 - 0.985 -7
 
0.986 - 0.995 "6 
0.996 - 1.005 5 
1.006 - 1.015 4 
1.016 - 1.025 3 
1.026 - 1.035 2 
> 1.035 	 1
 
Life cycle cost of IUS "with" energy storage(a) Net Relative Cost (NRC) = Life cycle cost of IUS "without" energy storage 
TABLE 7. RELATIVE FUEL UTILIZATION SCORING SCALE 
RFU(a) Raw Score
 
< 0.966 	 9
 
0.966 - 0.975 8 
0.976 - 0.985 7 
0.986 - 0.995 6 
0.996 - 1.005 5 
1.006 - 1.015 4 
1.016 - 1.025 3 
1.026 	- 1.035 2 
> 1.035 1 
Annual Fuel Utilization of IUS "with" storage
(a) 	 Relative Fuel Utilization ( ) = Annual Fuel Utilization of IUS "without" storage 
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(1) property damage value per unit interval of system operation and (2) number
 
of injuries and/or fatalities per unit interval of system operation. These
 
indices are measures of the "safety of a system" (as distinct from "system
 
safety" which has special meaning).
 
For the particular case of assessing the safety of the IUS or its variants
 
incorporating candidate energy storage devices, it was recognized that attempts
 
at quantifying the safety of the systems would not be possible within the
 
constraints of the study. A qualitative scale was therefore developed and is 
presented in Table 8.
 
Availability/Reliability/Maintainability. System availability is the proba­
bility that, under specified conditions, a system would be ready for use upon
 
demand; it contains reliability and maintainability aspects. System relia­
bility is the probability that a system would perform its functions when called
 
upon to do so. It contains the random or unscheduled downtime element of
 
availability. Maintainability is a design characteristic of a system that
 
allows the system to be held in or restored to a state of readiness responsive
 
It contains the scheduled downtime element of availability.
to demand. 

a measure of this combined criterion.
A qualitative scale was selected as 

The scale is presented in Table 9.
 
Hardware Availability. Energy storage system hardware availability is an
 
indication of the state of readiness of industry to produce a complete sub-
This criterion is coarsely measurable in terms
system to specifications. 

of the assembly/component/part that is most critical to the implementation
 
of the subsystem. The qualitative scale for this criterion is shown in Table
 
10.
 
deal with the impacts of systemEnvironmental Concerns. Environmental concerns 

the maintenance of environmental quality.
installation and operation upon 
use) and environmentalIncluded are resource utilization 	(e.g., land and water 

noise, electromagnetic interference). The
contamination/pollution (chemical, 
qualitative scale used to score this criterion is presented in Table 11. 
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TABLE 8. SAFETY SCORING SCALE
 
Score
 
Addition of energy storage device to IUS is judged to 7
 
improve safety of total system
 
Addition of energy storage device to IUS is judged to 5
 
neither improve nor diminish safety of system
 
Addition of energy storage device to IUS is judged to 3
 
diminish somewhat the safety of the system
 
Safety problem of a magnitude likely to impair
 
implementation of the storage device
 
TABLE 9. AVAILABILITY/RELIABILITY/MAINTAINABILITY SCORING SCALE
 
Score
 
improve
Addition of energy storage device to IUS judged to 7
 
system availability/reliability/malntailnability
 
Addition of energy storage device not expected to improve 5
 
or impair system availability/reliability/maintainability
 
Addition of energy storage device judged to significantly 3
 
impair system availability/reliability/maintainability
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TABLE 10. HARDWARE AVAILABILITY SCORING SCALE
 
Score
 
5
 
Hardware considered "off-the-shelf"
" 

* Hardware not considered "off-the-shelf", but is producible 
4
 
upon demand
 
3
 
Hardware producible with technology judged to be within
" 

the state of the art
 
* 	Producible with advancement in the state of the art 
2
 
1
 
* Not producible without significant RDT&E 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS-SCORING SCALE
TABLE 11. 

Score
 
* 	Addition of energy storage device judged to reduce 7
 
the environmental impact of the system
 
* 	Addition of the energy storage device judged to 5
 
neither reduce or improve the environmental impact
 
of the system
 
* Addition of the energy storage device expected to 	 3
 
significantly increase the environmental impact of'
 
the system
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Energy Storage Density. Energy storage density is the ratio of energy storage
 
capacity (kWh) to the volume of the storage facility. Since this characteristic
 
is intended to indicate the size of the energy storage device, care must be
 
taken in the definition of the storage facility. For example, the thermal
 
well storage concept (discussed in Volume III) utilizes naturally occurring
 
The volume of these aquifers is not chargable
aquifers as the storage medium. 

to the energy storage device since it does not affect the size of the in­
stallation. For battery systems, the calculation of energy storage density
 
must include allowances for removal and replacement clearance which does effect
 
the size of the installation.
 
Table 12 presents the scale which was utilized in scoring energy storage
 
density. The scale was defined so that energy storage systems which are
 
approximately the same size as the prime movers they would replace are assigned
 
a score of 5. This is consistant with the philosophy of comparing all energy
 
storage systems to the no-storage baseline. Energy storage systems which will 
require a volume approximately 10 times the volume of the prime mover replaced
 
are assigned a score of 3, and systems requiring 100 times the volume are
 
assigned a score of 1.
 
Expansion Capability. Expansion capability is a design characteristic of an
 
energy storage subsystem that allows significant incremental upgrading of sub­
system capacity. This involves the capability of adding duplicate units or
 
redesigning/reworking/replacing the existing subsystem. Modularity of the
 
storage facility is a key conceptual capability. Table 13 presents the scoring
 
scale for this criterion.
 
Transportability. Transportability refers to the compatibility of energy
 
storage equipment with modes.of transportation from assembly plant to in­
stallation site. Modularity of equipment eases handling and shipment. In
 
contrast, large inherently integral pieces of equipment could force signi­
ficant amounts of field fhbrication. The qualitative scoring scale for this
 
criterion is presented in Table 14.
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TABLE 12. ENERGY STORAGE DENSITY SCORING SCALE 
ESD, kWh/m3(a) Score
 
3,500 9
 
1,750 - 3,500 8
 
350 - 1,750 7
 
175- 350 6
 
35 - 175 5
 
17.5 - 35 4
 
3.5 - 17.5 3
 
1.75 - 3.5 2
 
0.35 - 1.75 1
 
(a) Energy Storage Density ESD = 
Energy withdrawn from storage during complete discharge
 
Volume of storage system
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TABLE 13. EXPANSION CAPABILITY SCORING SCALE
 
Score
 
Expansion capability of energy storage system judged 7
 
to be superior to baseline system
 
Expansion capability of energy storage system judged 5
 
to be approximately the same as the baseline system
 
Expansion capability of energy storage system judged 3
 
to be less than the baseline system
 
TABLE 14. TRANSPORTABILITY SCORING SCALE
 
Score
 
Commercial carrier delivery, SOA assembly/alignment 5
 
Specially constructed transportation equipment 3
 
required or significant field fabrication
 
Transportability problems expected to severely limit 1
 
applicatiow of the storage device
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Weighting Factors. Table 15 presents the weighting factors for the assessment
 
criteria. These factors were selected by the study team and reviewed by
 
NASA-JSC personnel. They represent the best judgment of these researchers
 
as to the importance of each of the assessment criteria in the near term.
 
Other weights and scoring systems may be more appropriate for energy storage
 
applications other than IUS or as the importance of each criteria changes
 
with time.
 
TABLE 15. WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
 
Criteria Weight
 
2.0
 
Relative fuel utilization 1.4
 
Net relative cost 

1.2
Safety 

Availability/Reliability/Maintainability 1.1
 
Hardware availability 1.1
 
Environmental concerns 
 0.8
 
Energy storage density 0.6
 
Expansion capability 0.6
 
0.2
Transportability 
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IUS SYSTEM STUDIES
 
Prior to initiating the detailed assessment of the individual energy storage
 
technologies, a number of investigations were carried out which can be classi­
fied as fIS system studies. The objectives of these studies were to (1) define
 
no-storage baseline performance in response to the load profiles, (2) identify
 
and assess methods of integrating energy storage systems with the IUS baselines,
 
(3) estimate the energy storage capacity, charge rates, and discharge rates
 
required and, (4) estimate the energy saving resulting from the application
 
of energy storage.
 
The procedure utilized in carrying out these system studies was to calculate
 
(via the IUSMOD computer program described in Appendix B) the energy require­
ments and operating parameters of the no-storage baselines and energy storage
 
options based on the load profiles defined in Task 2. Since these load profiles
 
represent particular service. requirements (the 1000-Unit Apartment and the 
Village Complex) in a particular climate (Washington, D.C.), the conclusions
 
drawn from these system studies are strictly valid only for these or similar
 
IUS applications. The effects of alternate climates on a thermal storage
 
system applied to the 1000-Unit Apartment are addressed in a later section of
 
this report.
 
No-'Storage Baseline Performance
 
The results of the computer simulations for the nostorage baselines are sum­
marized in Table 16 for the 1000-Unit Apartment and the Village Complex. An
 
important result of these computer runs is the determination of the fuel re­
quirement for the auxiliary boilers. The 1000-Unit Apartment consumes
 
3
approximately 70 m (18,500 gallons) of fuel per year for auxiliary heating.
 
This represents approximately 2 percent of the total annual fuel consumption.
 
The Village Complex auxiliary boilers con§iime approximately 335 m3 (88,400
 
gallons) per year or about 1 percent of the total.
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TABLE 16. SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE OF NO-STORAGE IUS
 
(A)1000-Unit Apartment 
Day Type 
Item 
Winter 
Design 
Summer 
Design 
Winter 
Average 
Spring 
Average 
Summer 
Average 
Autumn 
Average Annual 
Total fuel consumption, thousands of gallons 3.159 3.367 2.390 2.188 2.642 2.200 860 
Auxiliary boiler consumption, 
thousands of gallons 0.975 0.0 0.206 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.5 
Electrical energy generated, MWh 28.6 44.4 28.6 28.7 34.8 28.9 11,050 
Peak electrical demand, 1W 1,988 2,729 1,988 2,009 2,404 2,017 2,729 
Absorption cooling, thousand ton-hours 0. 6.72 0. 2.72 5.46 3.36 1,058 
Compression cooling, thousand ton-hours 0. 17.9 0. 0.06 7.02 0.26 675 
Peak compression cooling rate, tons 0. 974 0. 24 473 56 974 
(B)Village Complex 
Day Type 
Item 
Winter 
Design 
Summer 
Design 
Winter 
Average 
Spring 
Average 
Summer 
Average 
Autumn 
Average Annual 
Total fuel consumption, thousands of gallons 32.3 38.5 24.0 19.9 24.6 19.7 8.047 
Auxiliary boiler fuel consumption, 
thousands of gallons 3.04 0. 0.88 0.10 0. 0. 88.4 
Electrical energy generated, MWh 441 580 348 299 371 296 119,900 
Peak electrical demand, MW 22.3 33.6 19.1 17.7 25.3 17.1 33.6 
Absorption cooling, thousand ton-hours 0 56.6 5.97 15.8 36.4 17.7 6,960 
Compression cooling, thousand ton-hours 2.4 83.7 0.56 2.0 31.0 4.9 3,532 
Peak compression cooling rate, tons 275 6,094 69 534 2,864 1,204 6,094 
The peak electrical demand for the baseline cases occurs on the summer design
 
day due to the electrical energy required for compression air-conditioning.
 
The 1000-Unit Apartment IUS has a peak demand of 2729 kW which requires 6 of
 
the 478 kW generator-sets selected for this application. The Village Complex
 
peak demand is 33,600 kW which means that 8 of the 4415 kW generator sets are
 
required.
 
The peak compression cooling load for the 1000-Unit Apartment is 974 tons while
 
the Village Complex requires a peak of 6094 tons.
 
Figures 4 through 7 are plots showing the hour-by-hour variation of several of
 
the important parameters for the winter and summer design (or 2-Sigma) days.
 
Integration Techniques
 
An important task which was carried out early in the study was the identification
 
and assessment of possible methods of integration of energy storage devices
 
with the IUS baselines. Three of the methods identified appeared to be feasible
 
and are loosely referred to as "electrical storage", "heat storage", and "cold
 
storage". The locations of these integration concepts within the IUS are de­
picted by the dashed-border blocks shown in Figure 8. The operational proce­
dure, advantages, and disadvantages of each of these integration concepts are
 
discussed in the following paragraphs.
 
Electrical Storage
 
Electrical* storage systems are charged by drawing electrical energy from the
 
IUS bus bar during periods whenithe generation capacity-is greater than the
 
demand. The devices are discharged during periods when the demand exceeds the
 
installed generation capacity. Thus, the storage system acts as.a "peak
 
shaving" device in that the peak demand which the generation plant must meet-is
 
* -The term "electrical storage" is taken here to refer to the method of inte­
gration and not the form of the energy in storage. Flywheels, batteries,
 
and compressed air may all be treated as electrical storage devices for
 
integration purposes.
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reduced due to the addition of an energy storage device. The concept is
 
illustrated in Figure 9 for a typical electrical load profile. As illustrated
 
in this figure, it is assumed that the charging cycle would begin immediately 
following the discharge cycle and would continue at the maximum rate (as 
dictated by the difference between the installed capacity and the electrical
 
demand) until the storage device is completely recharged. This procedure would
 
tend to provide a degree of stand-by capacity to satisfy unexpected power 
demands. 
The advantages of this mode of operation include the improvement of the load
 
factor of the generation plant. Load factor is defined as the ratio of the
 
average power output of a plant over a specified time interval divided by the
 
peak demand. Generally, improvements in the load factor of a plant result in
 
increased generation efficiency since the plant will be operating fewer hours
 
at off-design conditions. Another advantage is the possible cost savings due
 
to the reduced generation capacity required. It should be pointed out, however,
 
that cost savings will only accrue if the installed first cost of the energy
 
storage device is less than the cost of the generating equipment being replaced.
 
This follows since it was found that the addition of an energy storage device
 
in the selected IUS applications has little effect on yearly fuel consumption.
 
It was originally thought that the "peak shaving" technique described above 
would result in some reduction in auxiliary fuel required due to the increased 
generator load at the off-peak hours when the thermal demands were greater.
 
Examination of the load profiles, however, revealed that "peak shaving" electrical 
storage would only be used significantly during the summer months when electrical
 
requirements are greatest. Since no auxiliary fuel is required during the
 
summer, it was apparent that no auxiliary fuel reductions would be realized. 
Another mode of operation (referred to in this study as Mode-3 storage) utilizing
 
electrical storage was considered in an attempt to reduce auxiliary fuel
 
consumption. The Mode-3 concept hypothesized was to operate the prime mover/ 
generator in such a manner as to satisfy the thermal loads, while using the 
electrical storage device to "balance" the electrical loads. During periods of
 
high thermal demand and low electrical demand, the prime movers would be operated
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at a high load (thereby increasing the recovered heat and satisfying the
 
thermal demand without consuming auxiliary fuel) and excess electrical energy
 
would be stored. When thermal demands are low, electrical generation would be 
cut back and electrical energy would be drawn from the storage device.
 
It was apparent that the potential advantages of Mode-3 storage would be realized
 
only during the winter months since during summer the operation is similar to
 
the "peak shaving" technique. Moreover, excess thermal energy is nearly always 
available during the spring and autumn. During winter, auxiliary energy is 
normally required and the question becomes one of whether it is more efficient 
to generate this extra thermal energy via an auxiliary boiler or by means of
 
the generator set/electrical storage combination. Analysis of the results of
 
the computer simulations reveals that, in most cases, conventional electrical
 
storage with an auxiliary boiler and Mode-3 storage will provide the required
 
thermal energy with approximately equal efficiencies. However, the electrical
 
storage concept will not allow the replacement of the auxiliary boiler since it
 
will still be necessary to supply energy on the winter design days. It was,
 
therefore, apparent that this integration concept would not offer advantages
 
over the "peak shaving" concept described earlier and it was eliminated from 
further consideration.
 
Heat Storage
 
Heat storage systems would be charged during periods when the thermal energy 
recovered from the prime mover and, the solid waste exceeds the requirements for
 
space heating, space cooling, and domestic hot water heating. The systems
 
would store thermal energy for use during periods when the thermal demand is
 
greater than recovered thermal energy. Thus, a properly sized thermal storage
 
system would eliminate the necessity for supplying thermal energy via an
 
auxiliary boiler. The primary advantage of heat storage is therefore the
 
reduction of the energy requirements of the IUS.
 
Cold Storage
 
The final integration concept which was identified as having possible appli­
cation to IUS is termed "cold storage". This type of storage system would be 
charged during the hours when excess generation capacity is available. The 
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excess capacity would be used to power electric chillers and the excess "cold"
 
would be placed in storage. The stored energy would then be used at a later
 
time to supply peak cooling requirements. The cold storage concept, like
 
electrical storage, is basically a means of shaving the peaks from the electrical
 
f4emand profile. The same advantages (i.e., improved load factors and reduced
 
generation capacity required), therefore, apply. Cold storage has the addi­
tional advantage of increasing the coefficient of performance of the chillers
 
due to increased operation during periods of the day when ambient temperatures
 
are lower. The potential savings due to this increased COP could not, however,
 
be evaluated in this study because of limitations in the IUSMOD computer pro­
gram.
 
Mechanical Storage
 
A number of the energy storage concepts assessed in this study involved the
 
utilization of mechanical energy at some point in the storage process. In
 
particular, inertial energy storage (flywheels) and compressed air storage are
 
mechanical energy storage concepts. The possibility of utilizing the mechanical 
energy directly and thereby eliminating necessary conversions to and from 
electrical energy was, therefore, considered. It was determined, however, that 
attempts to integrate mechanical energy storage devices directly would not be
 
justifiable,due to the difficulties involved in controlling the flow of
 
mechanical energy in a modular system such as IUS. For the purposes of this 
study the flywheel and compressed air storage concepts were, therefore, con­
sidered to be only "electrical" storage devices in that electrical energy is
 
produced during discharge and absorbed during charge.­
IUS/Energy Storage Performance 
Estimates of the capacity and the performance characteristics of the energy
 
storage devices as integrated with the IUS baselines were required so that
 
technical and cost characteristics could be developed in the assessment tasks.
 
This was accomplished through the use of the IUSMOD computer program which was 
developed during the study and is described in Appendix B. 
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Electrical Storage
 
Table 17 summarizes the results of the electrical storage series of computer
 
runs for a range of round-trip efficiencies* which were thought to bracket
 
those encountered in practical devices. Examination of the data presented
 
reveals that the daily fuel utilization of the IUS is not affected to a great
 
extent by the addition of electrical energy storage. This is due to the
 
modular nature of the generation facilities which permits high generation
 
efficiencies even at low load factors. In addition, an extra energy require­
ment is placed on the generation system as a result of the inefficiencies
 
of the storage device. The net result is that the fuel utilization of the IUS/
 
ES combination is increased slightly due to the use of electrical energy
 
storage with the less efficient energy storage devices showing a greater
 
increase. It, therefore, becomes evident that this method of energy storage
 
will only be-feasible if the installed cost of the storage device is less than
 
the installed cost of the generator capacity which is replaced.
 
As indicated in Table 17, the energy which is withdrawn from the storage
 
devices ranges from about I MWh for the 1000-Unit Apartment case with 5 genera­
tors to a maximum of about 34 MWh for the Village Complex with 6 generators.
 
The actual energy storage capacity required will be greater than this by an
 
amount corresponding to the discharge efficiency of the storage device. The
 
energy supplied to the device during charging will differ from the energy
 
delivered during 	discharge by the round-trip efficiency. It should be noted
 
that the capacities given in the table for the 1000-Unit Apartment, 4 generator
 
cases of 70 percent efficiency and below are based on supplying three consecu­
tive design days. For these cases, the amount of energy available for charging
 
is not quite sufficient to recharge the storage device during a design day.
 
Storage capacity must therefore be increased to account for the difference.
 
* The round-trip 	efficiency of a storage device is'defined as the ratio of the 
energy delivered from the storage devica during discharge to the energy re­
quired by the device during charge.
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TABLE 17. SUMMARY OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE CAPACITIES
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0 
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3r1 
3480 
w9 
06 
1000 Apartments 
No Storage 
05A 
05B 
05C 
0D 
05E 
05F 
05G 
05H1 
6 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2,868 
2,390 
2,390 
2,390 
1,912 
1,912 
1,912 
1,912 
1,912 
50 
70 
90 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
-
1,493 
1,261 
1,113 
9,062 
6,761 
4,878 
4,547 
4,28i 
-
1,056 
1,056 
1,056 
4,065 
4,065 
4,065 
4,065 
4,065 
2,112 
1,507 
1,172 
5,790 
5,790 
5,790 
5,086 
4,513 
-
374 
374 
374 
905 
905 
905 
905 
905 
-
887 
739 
633 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
-
4 
4 
4 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
4 
3 
3 
17 
17. 
17 
12 
10 
-
16-
17 
17 
0 
0 
0 
5 
7 
3,369 
3,436 
3,396 
3,373 
3,480 
3,480 
3,480 
3,43 
3,394 
Village domles 
No Storage 
07A 
07B 
07C 
07D 
07E 
07F 
8 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
35,320 
30,905 
30,905 
30,905 
26,490 
26,490 
26,490 
-
50 
70 
90 
50 
70 
90 
-
4,496 
3,798 
3,350 
47,582 
40,191 
35,448 
-
3,179 
3,179 
3,179 
33,638 
33,638 
33,638 
-
-6,360 
4,537 
3,530 
67,301: 
48,019 
31;353' 
-
-
2,§21 
2;921 
2,921 
7,696 
7,696 
7;,696 
-
3,764 
3,083 
2,075 
12,762 
12,675 
12,409-
2 
2 
2 
11 
11. 
11 
-
4 
3 
3 
7 
6 
5 
7 
18 
19 
19 
-6 
7 
8 
38,469 
38,657 
38,546 
38,484 
40,506 
39,325 
38,675 
Heat Storage
 
Capacities required for heat storage systems were calculated utilizing the
 
IUSMOD computer program and the results obtained are summarized in Table 18.
 
The storage capacities shown were based on a singlewinter design day and an
 
assumption that the storage device was fully charged at the beginning of the 
day. The heat storage capacity which is installed in a particular IUS appli­
cation would depend on a determination of the number of consecutive design days 
which must be supplied. This determination was not performed in this study
 
sincestorage size was, for most thermal storage systems, dictated by the cold
 
storage requirement.
 
It should be pointed out that the data presented in Table 18 essentially repre­
sent energy balances on the storage system which do not account for such
 
variables as the temperature of storage or the flow rates required. An excep­
tion to this approach was that only excess high grade energy would be added to
 
storage. Excess low grade energy would be discarded. The reasoning behind
 
this assumption was that there are many hours when excess low grade energy is
 
available, but there is a simultaneous requirement for extra high grade energy
 
(due to tempenature considerations within the IUS). Thus, the addition of low
 
grade energy to storage would not be possible. Energy from storage can, however, 
be used to satisfy both high and low grade demands. This question will be 
addressed in more detail in the integration section of the report. 
Cold Storage
 
Capacities required for cold storage systems are based on the summer design
 
days and are presented in Table 19. As for the heat storage case, these capa­
cities were calculated from an energy balance viewpoint and do not take tem­
perature effects into consideration. The 1000-Unit Apartment capacities were
 
calculated assuming the replacement of two of the six generator sets which
 
would be required for the no-storage baseline. The Village Complex calculation
 
Involved the removal of only one of the original eight generator sets. Further
 
reduction was not possible for this case due to the necessity of meeting the
 
peak domestic electrical demand.
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TABLE 18. SUMMARY OF HEAT STORAGE CAPACITIES
 
Item 
1000-Unit 
Apartment, 
Village 
Complex 
Storage Capacity, (a) GJ 
(Millions of. BTU) 
. 117 
(iit) 
. 
-
359 
(341) 
Maximum Discharge Rate,(a) 
(Millions of BTU/hr) 
2.3 
(8.0) 
-' 9 
-(31) 
Maximum Charge Rate, (b ) (MW) 
(Millions of BTU/hr) 
1.2 
(4.0) 
2.5 
(8.7) 
(a) Based on winter design day. 
(b) Based on winter average day. 
TABLE 19. SUMMARY OF COLD STORAGE CAPACITIES
 
1QOO-Unlit (a) Village(b)
 
Item Apdrtment Complex
 
Storage Capacity, GJ 55 224
 
(ton-hours) (4,350) (17,700)
 
888 3,343
Maximum Discharge Rate, Tons 

Maximum Charge Rate, Tons 	 533 2,184
 
980 3,600
Compression chiller capacity required, Tons 
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Comparison of the chiller capacities required with capacity requirements for
 
the no-storage baselines (Table 1) reveals that only a minor reduction in capa­
city (from 1000 to 980 tons) is possible for the 1000-Unit Apartment. A reduc­
tion of approximately 2600 tons is possible for the Village Complex.
 
The capacities for cold storage reported in Table 19 were calculated based on
 
the requirement that the storage be sufficient to supply cooling for continuous
 
design days. This requirement determined the compression .chiller capacity
 
required since the chiller must recharge the storage completely each design
 
day. The possibility of reducing the installed compression capacity by means
 
of installing extra storage capacity was investigated for the 1000-Unit Apartment
 
case. It was assumed that, for the purposes of this trade-off study, storage
 
capacity should be sized to cover three consecutive design days.
 
The results of this investigation subtask are presented in Figure 10. This
 
figure shows the storage capacity required as a function of installed com­
pression chiller capacity. The sharp "knee" of the curve represents the point
 
beyond which further increases in the compression capacity do not result in the
 
reduction of storage capacity required. To the left of this point, a decrease
 
in the compression capacity results in a sharp increase in the storage capacity
 
required. The plot shows that a reduction of approximately 10 percent in
 
chiller capacity must be accompanied by a doubling in the storage capacity
 
required to satisfy the three consecutive day criteria. It was therefore
 
concluded that decreases in the chiller capacity over that required to recharge
 
the energy storage system fully during a design day would not be feasible.
 
Performance Summary
 
The fuel consumption values of the various IUS/energy storage combinations-are
 
given in Table 20 for the 1000-Unit Apartment and in Table 21 for the Village
 
Complex. It should be pointed out that the cases referred to as thermal
 
storage involve heat storage for autumn, winter, and spring days and cold
 
storage for the summer days. It is interesting to note that only thermal
 
storage results in the reduction of IUS annual fuel utilization. The magnitude
 
of this reduction is' estimated to be about 2 percent for the 1000-Unit Apart­
ment and about 1 percent for the Village Complex.
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TABLE 20. SUNMARY OF FUEL USAGE, 1000 APARTMENTS 
Fuel Usage (1) , thousands of gallons
 
Day Type
 
Winter Summer Winter Spring Sumer Autumn
 
Case Design Design Average Average Average Average Annual
 
-No Storage 3.159 3.367 2.'390 2.188 2.642 2.200 860
 
840
 
(4 generators)
 
Electrical Storage
 
(5 generators)
 
Thermal Storage 2.186 3.371 2.186 2.188 2.632 2.201 

I = 90% 3.159 3.373 2.390 2.188 2.644 2.200 860 
= 70% 3.159 3.396 2.390 2.188 2.644 2.200 860 
= 50% 3.159 3.436 2.390 2.188 2.644 2.200 860 
Electrical Storage
 
- (4 generators)
 
3.157 3.394 2.390 2.192 2.662 2.204 862,
= 90% 

= 70% 3.160 3.480.(2) 2.394 2.199 2'.705 2.212 868
 
= 50% 3.169 3.480(2) 2.402 2.213 2.781 2.226 878
 
(1) Based on continuous days of each day type.
 
(2) Generator sets as operating at 100% full load at all times.
 
-TABLE 2r; SUMMARY OF FUEL USAGE, VILLAGE COMPLEX 
Fuel Usage(1) thousands of gallons
 
Day Type
 
Winter Summer Winter Spring Summer Autumn
 
Case Design -.Design Average Average Average Average Annual
 
No Storage 32.3 38.5 24.0 19.9 24.6, -19.7 8047
 
38.5 23.1 19.9 24.7 19.7 . 7975 
(7 generators) 
Electrical Storage 
(7 generators)
 
lRT 90% 32.3 38.5 24.0 19.9 24.6 19.7 8047
 
Thermal-Storage 29.3 

8047
IT = 707. 32.3 38.5 24.0 19.9 24.6 19.7 
38.7 24.0 19.9 24.6 19.7 8047
NT = 50% 32.3 

Electrical Storage
 
"
 (6 generators) 
%T - 90% 32.3 -38.7 24.0 19.9 24.6 -19. 8047-
IRT = 707 32.3 39.3 24.0 19.9 24.6 -19.7 8047
 
8047
24.6 19.7 

NRT = 50% 32.3 40.5 24.0 19.9 
(1) Based on continuous days of each day type.
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The fuel use summaries in Table 20 also demonstrate the effect of round trip
 
efficiencies of the electrical storage devices on the annual fuel consumption.
 
Although low efficiency increases the consumption slightly for the summer 
design day, the effect is reduced on an annual basis. This is due to the fact
 
that the storage devices are utilized only when the electrical demand is high.
 
To illustrate the performance of the various storage systems, sample computer
 
output has been included for the 1000-Unit Apartment IUS. Table 22 is for the
 
summer design day with cold storage while Table 23 presents data for the summer
 
average day with cold storage. Both cases involve an IUS with 4 generators
 
installed. The summer design day represents the second day of a consecutive
 
design day run and storage is therefore partially depleted at the start of the
 
day. For the summer average day, a full charge was assumed initially.
 
Tables 24 and 25 present data for a heat storage system for a winter design day
 
and a winter average day respectively. For both cases, it is assumed that
 
storage is initially fully charged.- For the design day, energy is withdrawn
 
from storage continually. For the winter average day, energy is initially
 
withdrawn from storage but storage is replenished in the late afternoon hours.
 
Tables 26 and 27 present results of electrical storage runs for a summer design
 
and a summer average day respectively. A round trip efficiency of 70 percent
 
is assumed in this case with 4 generators installed. The summer design day 
represents the second day of a consecutive day run. Notice that the storage 
is not completely recharged before discharge for the next day begins. Thus, 
the generators are essentially running at 100 percent load at all times. For
 
the summer average day, an initial full charge was assumed.
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TABLE 23. 1000-UNITk APARTMENT AVERAGE DAY COLD STORAGE PERFORMANCE
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TABLE 24. 1000-UNIT APARTMENT DESIGN DAY HEAT STORAGE PERFORMANCE 
BOILER 
VOUVS FUEL RECO 
tGAL/HR" 
PRIME' HOVER..... ABSORPTIbF--COMPRESSION-
FUSL REOD .. AIR CON AIR CON0 
(GAL/HR) (TONS) (TONS) 
ELECT FOR 
COo A/C 
CKW) 
GENERATOR 
SET OUTPUT 
KW) 
TOTAL H.G. 
HFAT RECOV 
) 
WASTED-.... 
HEAT 
() 
PHRGY-IN ---NO. 
STORAGE _ GEH 
(* 
1 AM 
2 AX 
"'3AM----
4 AM 
5 Ali 
6 AM 
"A 
AM 
9 AM 
10 AM -. 
i1 AM 
NOON 
1 PM 
2 P4 .. 
3 PH 
- 4PH .. 
5 P4 
6 PH 
7 PM 
A P4 
9 r. 
10 PM 
11 P4 
MDHNT-
D.C 
o.( 
0.C 
0.O*. 
0.0 
0.0 
--.C 
0.C 
0.C 
0.0 
0.( 
0. C 
0 
0.0 
0.0 
. C 
0.0 
3.0 
G.C 
0.0 
0. 0 
a.D 
c.0 
0. 15.6 
. 
75.5 
S1.9 
61.6 
i.0 
1.6 
704 
e2.6 
78.5 
74.6 
75.6 
76.1 
70.5 
77,0 
77.7 
78.5 
Q±.O 
114.7 
134.4 
1!1.5 
191.5 
t5.5 
125.1 
alaaTi 
0.0 
0.0 
8.0 
0.0 
0.0 
O.d 
.-0. 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0. 
0.0 
0;0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
bEO 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0,0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.. 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0. 0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
D.C 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1069Th 
978.1 
816.1 
812.1 
804.1 
812.1 
922.79 
1082.3 
1023.9 
93.8 
979.8 
957.8 
993.8 
1001.8 
1011.8 
1023.8 
1199.9 
1509.9 
1771.9 
1987.7 
1987.7 
1987.7 
1649.9 
1259.8 
. 
2- 91 
2.287 
2.031 
2.020 
1.998 
2.020 
.341 
7.2C0 
7.016 
. 05 
6.864 
6.A93 
6.915 
6.94 
6.977 
7.015 
7.549 
828 
9.017 
5.157 
5.157 
5.157 
4.110 
3.144 
-
__ 
-
1.343----e09g 
1.421 251.790 
1.122 244.869 
1.158 ... 237.713 
1.148 230.276 
.Q56 222.504 
.219--- , . 
0.000 208.17B 
0.00G 202.576 
.80 199.335 
0.000 195.258 
0.cGO 191.330 
.764 188.6,7 
.817 146.28G 
.413 183.624 
0.CO 180.631 
.670 178.802 
.836 177.712 
.C52 - 176.531 
.950 172.344 
.487 167.81q 
.571 163.5C9 
.950 158.6t 
1.001 153.05 . 
3 
- 2 
2 - -
2 
2 
2 .... 
3 
3 
.3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
TOTAL - . 21P°4. ...................0.0 0.0 28643.7 125.494 19.683 
•.MILLIONS OF BTU PER HOUR 
4.ILLIONS OF BTU -..... 
. ... 
Ca 
TABLE 25. 1000-UNIT APARTMENT AVERAGE DAY HEAT STORAGE PERFORMANCE
 
.............-BOILER - PRIMr-hOVER-* "A9SORPTIOf'-"COMPRESSION" "ELE T FOR--- GENERATOR -"TOTAC H.G ....- WASTED -- INERGY IN NO. 
_NOUR __ 'UrL REQO FUEL REQO. . AIR COND. AIR CONO COMP Ai. SET OUTPUT HEAT RECOV HFAT STORAGE GEN 
(GAL /NR) (CAL/HR) (TONS) (TONS) (Kid (KW) () (*) 
I AM 0.01098251*f33 g;43 
O.O 0.0 0.4 978.1 2.287 1.421 26 .239 12 A4 0.a 75.5 
-3 AM O.C 6L.9 -0-0 . . 0.0 0.0 816.i 2.031 1.122 257.524 2 
4 Am 0. a E.6 O.G ...... 0.0 0.a 812.1 2.020 1.1S8 254.599 2 
C A"; O.C E1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 804.1 1.998 1.148 251.36 - 2 
.,6 - Q.C 61.6 3.0 0.3 O_ 812.1 2.023 .956 247.739 2 
927.9 2.341 .19 243.412 27 0.3 70.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
8 0.0. - 82.6 . . 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 1082.3 .209 0.000 241.833 3 
9 AN 0. 1 78.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 1023.9 T.016 0.000 241.271 3 
10 AM 0.0..... 74.6 0.0 0.0 0 953.8 6.8t5 .804 - 243.573 3 
11 AM B.C 75.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 979.8 6.864 0.000 245.460 3 
NbOrJ 0.0 6.L O.C 0.0 _0.0 987.8 _ 6.93 0.03 __a- 247.6L6 .__ 3 
1 PH 0.1 76.5 0.C 0.0 0.0 993.8 6.ql5 .764 251.280 3 
2 PM 0.0 .... 77.0 . . 0.0 0.0 0.0 1001.8 6.q45 .817 25.316 3 
3PM 0.C 77.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 1011.8 6.977 .413 259.1f9 3 
- PM 0.0 78.5 0.C 0.0 0.0 1023.8 7.015 G0.Oa 2°2.39s 3 
5 PH 0.0 91.0 0.0 0.0 0. 1199.9 7.5L9 3.041 264.000 3 
6 PM 0.( 114.7 0.0 0.9 0.0 1509.9 8.288 4.994 ?54.000 4 
7 PH 0.0 134.4 0. 0 3. . 71.9 9.017 3.749 Z64.30 0 9 
8PPM GC. 151.5 0.0 0.0 . B 1917.7 5.15? 1.444 264.0C0 4 
" P4 0.0 I115 0.0 0.0 9.0 1987.7 5.157 .487 2s3.744 4 
10 PH 0.0 151.5 0.0 --- 0.0 0. 1987.7 5.157 .571 263.596 4 
11 P4 0.c 125.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1649.9 4.110 .950 262.934 4 
O-NT 0.0 95.6 0.0 0.0 u. ( 1259.8 3.144 1.001 .. 251.498 3 
TOTAL .0. 2186.4 0.0- 0.3 0.0 28643.7 125.494 26.402 
ILLIONS OF STU PER _HOUR_
 
.- . "# MILLIONS OF STU ....... ....
 
4 
TABLE 26. 1000-UNIT APARTMENT DESIGN SUMIR DAY ELECTRICAL STORAGE PERFORMANCE 
TOTAL N.C. WASTED No.ASSOR'T134 COMPRESSION ELECT FOR GEN5R&TOR 
Ftl-_ROr F.r qzq pI n 
93ILER PRIME MOVER TOTAL 

MA_.RECOVH~-EtT - --- E 
I-)
(GL/'R) (GAL/IH) (GAL/ R) (TOIS) lT3N ) (<d) (CW) () 
I AM 0.0 t45q 145.0 ?23.4 553.' 416.0 19t?.O 4.840 ?.50A 4 
...... AL...LL............. n.o0 .SA5.I.n 7 12s.L 1 - 4.39q. a---- 1912.a --- ---- 4.Ake4 2.719 4 
3 AM . 0.0 1s.0 145.0 234.2 450.3 3q5.3 1912.0 4.*40 2.725 4 
.4 AX ._ f.....---0 V__------l.n ''5_ 3.7. 2.f05 __S.0 4 23. 3 _ 1-12. o - - 4 .84 a.. 2.766 ..... ­
5 AMt 0.0 145.0 145.n 236.3 407.6 39q.2 1912.0 4. q4fl 2.766 
; A1 1 11; ffll l, 6 , LO otTOIlq A 1 
7 AN 0.0 145.9 145.0 15.6 648.'4 614.1 t191.O 4.840 1.691 4 
-A _.__5.0 j..34.0-__ T.6 -5 _57,' &1t2.9l-__-....-.91134..s__ -.941 .......- 4. 
9 AM e0. 145.q t45.9 3511.1 709.5 623.5 1412.0 9.410 .470 4 
-- - _a. . l41 .0 . 4 ­il AM o _Z.....5.°2__..i°0----------6191 9. . ... . l -
It A31 1.0 145.0 145.0 344.5 630.? 7,10.0 1912.0 9.410 1.16D 4 
1 PM 0.0 t'.n 145.0 4?.3 832.6 711.7 1412.0 9.419 2.036 4 
-Z. _ a. LA 9 ~ --.... q.1 4NqO*Ii ___ I,_j.f. o04 5.f -fln ...--- IR3*43a.....---78.1-772.14 953, , ___.--1912.±-t~l9 t . .,60 .. 
3 PH 0.0 145.9 145.0 4q.- 45.4 34i0 191?.n 9.410 1.559 
4.1P30 ... 14.... 5.._.._..___I i0 -___ - ...... . , . _.9-.1.7..O t 

922. 1912.05 P4 0.0 141.9 145.n 4nq.5 t R1.3 9.4t 1.663 4 
FPH fl 14if _ qq0.rl 1 f12. 0 ... ±.12.31.Z.hA 149- fl Aj.R t.4t9n 4.­
7 PM D.0 1".0f 145.0 337.t 825.5 "?5.4 j91?.0 q.'.19 .213 4 
_ J ____ 2.3 _ ___I t145.n 3t3.--L... ft-..-"--33.3 - 323.3--- .... 1912.flU...... 4.31.0 .. .108 - 4 
q Pn 9.n 145.n l4tO 115.? 84q.1 733.7 1;12.0 4.94Q) .344 I. 
i.TOA_ .p..._ . 145.a....5. .. n l __D ------ 3113.- 4.84_0... .429 .,6....-A%5.L 7..__ 4 5 ?I.C. ­
it PM n10 14i.9 145.11 1611.7 7511.2 653.0 1912.n 4.984' 1.255 4 
Mn-NT 11 n 14 4 g1..-)~ ;, nA3 1 2145.m.........m , I q1.4.99z 

ON .TOTAL .. l...........3~. ........ 14993- 3..A9 7._9____ 1650.9... 5513.SL .. !5q .n 0 .- 17.000 _-..3?.659 ­
'OUI EL_' OEMAI') ELEC DCmANn ELEC OEMA4O SET OUTPJT STOR&GE 
P AM 97q.1 439.0 496.0 l1Z.9 ?540.0 
f. 44 417t' 3".O 177.4 1112. ??t34.4 
---5 A3.. . g . - --.- 5s. p 749.+1 -- -3 L2.11..-.--277U .7 ' 
6A44 12.1 453.2 64A.7 1112.0 21102.% 
--- A.'--927.1 mu1- 1 D70 -11 ---.-- 12.- ---- 2S51?. --­
a AN 1"2.3 575.5 254.1 t9t2.0 ?9i?5.R 
10 AM q63.9 63;*; 3t1., 1I1?.') 79107.0 
.I-I Aq 9. !. % Z33. w2t21. 12.0 -___275.2-_ 
NOIN 99?.- 7io.1 1E,.1 1312.0 Z4514.3 
-1.' __ _ q -.. 731-Z- 1365 . . J 2.a.__ _ 23T73,3.__ 
2 PH j0ft. 772.3 137.l 1412.0 ?39f5.7 
4 Oal 10?.9Ol.I 37.1 1912.0 ?9385.5 
6 PH 5p0.1 ?1.4 -3sq.3 1112.0 
-_7 PH. .. izI ..-- 72.5.. --- 535.3.--..-112.11 .-- _.237 0 3.._ 
'1 P4 1097.7 9?3.A "005.01 1912.0 7?.0 
0 PM 1097_7 71n 7 1414.'.. ;51' n 
to am 1947.7 741.1 -323.7 1312.0 25561l.4 
__112 1__ . ...- 3-- Z.f 0__ 2512?7.215..... 65.An396.q 
MD-NT 1251.9 5.,.q 102. 1112.0 Z5212.5 
TABLE 27. 1000-UNIT APARTMENT AVERAGE SUMMER DAY ELECTRICAL STORAGE PERFORMANCE
 
HttOURF_ 
I AM 
- A 
4 A-
544 
-- 6SM 
7 AM 
6 
9 AM 
41OILEO PRIMF MOVER 
U!L RC UEU L REQD.~ 
(GAL/HR), (GAL/MR) 
0.0 42.8 
... 
. . . .9 _ , . .. 0.!C9__ 
0C.... A E.7t 
C. C 7 
D. C A7.I 
' 3 
C.C 96.9 
TOTAL 
XE..... 
(GAL/HRI 
92.8 
84.2.. 
69.8 
68.1 
66.7 
1 7 
87.1 
307.-
96.9 
AISORPTICN COMPRESSION 
AIR__ RCOHO .... CONE 
(TONS) (TONS) 
' 133.6 176.6 
'127.1 145.0,__ 3  2 0 9 
18.3 120.9 
107.2 .. ..- 9.9 
104.6 87.8 
3.7 1'53.2 
82.5 2 252.9 
192.7 
246.1 '287.8 
ELECT FOR GENERATOR 
cR -..0H A/C SET OUTPUT. 
(KH) (CK) 
155.2 1223.7 
1±27.4 1105.8 
_ _. 
-106.2 9217. 
87.8 898.4 
77.1 879.9 
134.7, 57 
-222.2 1148. 
160m6 ,31243.5 ...252.9 1277.4 
TOTAL-I.G 
-AST 
HEAT RECOV. HEAT _ 
(e) ( 1 
3.049 1.543 
2.70 4 1.6 0 5 
2.321 1.24 
Z2.58 
- 1.?59 
2.207 1.233 
.45Z2.E38 .637 
7.669--------0.000 -
7.762 _ 0.000 
NO. 
.GEN 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
.10 AMHO H 
Il ePH.1 PH 
3. PH ... 
3 PH 
4 PM_ 
5 PH 
* .pi4 
7 PH 
. 8 P ___ 
9 P0 
1O PH . 
I1 PM 
0____.0t _____s."2i_ 92.21____0.0 qq.1 98.1 
90_ _ __ _ __ _ _ _
.4C 0.5 98.5 
. c100.0 
- 180.0 
0C 103.1 
_ 0. _ 1(6.3 106.3 -
o00 i7.1 117.1 
O.C i39.6 
_- 139.6 
. 
C.c 145.0 145.0 
_, 0Q__ L5.0 145.0 
__0.( 1 05.0 145 .0 
0. C..... 1 5.0 145.0 .F... 
0.0 1450 145-0 
1---- 145.0-194.-
3Q4.3304.3 
30 3.5348.8 
353.7 
334.5 
322.2 
358.6 
3P2.0 
337.1 
13.42 
115. 
160.7 
. . ...._288.4358.7 
_ 37 .9 347.7 
____ . 351.6' 
316.6 
-...­ 430.3 
- 332.3 
374.3 
346.1 
-. 524.5 
531.6 
--. --
269.3 
11-7.2-
-
-
-
-
-
253.4315.2 
3? 35 _ _ _ 
305.6 
317,8 .... 
34 8.5 
378.1 
344.7 
328.9 
_ 
324.2912.0 
460.9 
467.1 
""92.8-.....--33.0. 
235.8 
138. __ 
l16 80 7.593 110­1293.9 7.407 . ,270 
131 5 2 _ __ 7. 167 --. 29 
1298.2 
-7.819 1160 
1318.5 ....... 7876 . 1.224 
1359.3 7.991 .853 
1401.-D-------- 8.107 ... 991543.9 6389 13232 
1 40.0_____ 920. 
9410 .213 
1912.0 .... 4,44...... .081912.0 4.48 .344 
192... 4.40 .. .429 
1912.0 L.840 1.259 
1912.0o____ ,8040 . 1. 923 
. 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
-
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
TOTAL 25E6.4 . 20.0. 56.4 5339.1 7150.9 6213.9 33701.3 139.463 21.419 
HOUR 
DOMESTIC 
ELEC OEMANO 
(1<14) 
COHPRESSION 
ELFC O=AND 
(K1) 
STORAGE 
ELC OENANO 
( 
GENERATOR 
SET OUTPUT 
(KWI .H 
ENERGY IN 
STORAGE 
( H . 
I Al__ 
2 AM 
-__-__A4 AM 
5 AM 
6 AM 
7 A4 ---
8 AN 
9 AM 
10 A 
11 AMt.. 
hOOM 
1 PM ._ 
2 PH 
3 PM 
4 PH 
5 PM .. 
6 P4 
7 PH.-_ 
8 PH 
9 PM 
10 PMH 
11 PM 
MD-NT -
1065.8 
978.1 
81 .16 2181.1 
b34.1. 
812.1 
927.9 .... 
1082.3 
IC23.9 
- 963.8 
. 979.8 
967.8 
993.8.05.6 
1001.8 
1011, 
1023.8 
11999 
1503.9 
1771.9 
1187.7 
1987.7 
1987.7 
1_49.9 
125S.8 
59,2 
127 
87.8 
_77.1 
134.7 
222. . 
160.6-
5?.9 
"-53.4 
315.2 
323.5 
317.8 
345 
378.1 
344.7 
32q.9 
L62.9 
467.1 
433.0 
23%.0 ___. 
133.1 
_ 
0.O 
0.C 
0. o 
0.0 
0_0 ... . 
6.c 
-0. 
0.0 
0.E 
00 
0.0 
cGc 
.0.0 
G0e 
0EC 
0.0 
.6---
0. C 
-±6. 
-53E.6 
-L4.8 
-508.7 
26. -
514.1 
1223.7____ 30900.0 
1105.8 30030.0 
. _ 000o._
898. 30000.0 
879.9 ....300000 
945.7 30100.0 
1148.5 -. '30300.0 
1243.5 30000; 0 
1277.4 30100.0 
1218.0 30000. C 
.1293.9 "330000 
1315.2 303000 
129.2_ 30000. C 
1318.5 3000.0a 
1359.3 0900C.0 
1401.0 30000.0 
1543.9 .. 30103.0 
1840.0 30300.0 
209421912.0 - 9833.9 
1912O 29162.6 
1912.0 28513.4 
1'912.b_27325.8" 
1912.0 ?7927.4 
1912.0 28357.9 
COMPARISON OF ENERGY STORAGE CONCEPTS AND SELECTION
 
OF PRIMARY CANDIDATES
 
The 	energy storage concepts which were addressed in this study were classified
 
into six categories for the purposes of/assessing technical and cost character­
istics. These categories were:
 
" Inertial Energy Storage
 
" Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage
 
" Electrochemical Energy Storage
 
" Chemical Energy Storage
 
* Compressed Air Energy Storage
 
" Thermal Energy Storage. 
A seventh category-, pumped hydroelectric storage, was not treated in this study
 
since it was felt that the special siting requirements for these systems would
 
be too restrictive for widespread IUS application. 
The assessments of energy 'storage concepts in each of the energy storage categoriel
 
were carried out by study team members who were knowledgable in the areas of
 
technology appropriate to each category. The assessment procedure which was
 
followed for each category can be summarized in stepwise fashion as follows:
 
(1) 	Identification of candidate energy storage concepts
 
or alternative implementations in each category based
 
on a review of the literature as well as discussions
 
with 	contacts in the energy storage field.
 
(2) 	Preliminary assessment of each of the identified con­
cepts to select those which appear to be most applicable
 
to IUS.
 
(3) 	Generation of the technical and cost characteristics
 
of the concepts selected.
 
The 	technical and cost characteristics for each of the energy storage concepts
 
were 	developed.based primarily on information drawn from the iiterature supple­
mented by discussions with equipment manufacturers and researchers.
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The details of the assessments in each of the energy storage categories are
 
presented in Volume III of this report. Results of these assessments are
 
briefly summarized below.
 
Inertial Energy Storage
 
Inertial (i.e., flywheel) energy storage (IES) systems store mechanical energy 
as a rotating mass. A feasible inertial storage system must,. in addition to 
the Wheel itself, include equipment to effect the transfer of energy between 
the IUS bus bar and the flywheel (power conditioning, a motor/generator, and
 
a coupling/gearbox) as well as appropriate bearings, vacuum enclosures, and
 
seals/.feedthroughs. This assessment task has resulted in the identification
 
-and evaluation of alternatives for each of these components and a conceptual
 
design of a near-term inertial energy storage system applicable to IUS has 
evolved. Technical and cost characteristics of the ,preferred design were
 
developed for comparison with other energy storage concepts.
 
The conceptual inertial storage system design which-was identified consists of
 
a modular arrangement with a gang-of several wheels connected to a common trans­
mission and generator. The wheels.are mounted with a horizontal spin-axis and 
are located in underground vaults for safety purposes. The wheel design 
selected consists of a multi-rim design utilizing composite materials (fiber­
glass or kevlat). ,The near-term system must use ball or roller bearings which,
 
unfortunately, will require replacement at about one-year intervals--at a 
considerable expense. Advanced bearing systems offer the potential for in­
creasing the overhaul period by a factor of 10, but are not likely to be available
 
for near-term systems..
 
The calculations of net relative costs of near-term inertial storage systems
 
are summarized in Tables 28 and 29 for the 1000-Unit Apartment and the Village
 
Complex respectively. The data in both these tables, were developed based on
 
replacement of a single generator set. In addition, the cost estimates used
 
correspond to the low end of the ,range reported in Volume III. Thus the
 
net relative costs calculated should be viewed as optimistic estimates.
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TABLE 28. NET RELATIVE COST OF AN INERTIAL STORAGE SYSTEM INSTALLED 
IN THE 1000-UNIT APARTMENT IUS
 
Cost Discounted to Installation Date, 
Thousands of DollarsCoat,(a(a(a()
 
(a ) 	 (a) ( ) (a )

Item 	 Thousands of Dollars Case A Case B Case C Case D
 
installed Cost of Storage System 280
 
(b
Credit for Generators Replaced ) -108
 
Credit for Boilers Replaced 0
 
Net First Cost of Storage 172 172 172 172 172
 
Net Annual Fuel Cost 0/yr 
Net O&u Costs 16/yr 163 i00 163 100 
Life Cycle Cost of Storage System 335 272 335 272 
Life Cycle Cost of "No Storage" Option 8960 6710 10,850 7,560 
Net Relative Cost 1.037 1.041 1.031 1.036 
Score 1 1 2 1 
(a) Case A - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation. 
Case B - 15 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation. 
Case C - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation. 
Case D - 15 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation.* 
(b) One generator set replaced.
 
TABLE 29. 	 NET RELATIVE COST OF AN INERTIAL STORAGE SYSTEM INSTALLED 
IN THE VILLAGE COMPLE IDS 
Cost Discounted to Installation Date, 
Thousands of DollarsCOSt,(a(a(a() 
a ) Case ( a ) It= 	 Thousands of Dollars Case A Case(a) B C Case ( a ) D 
Installed Cost of Storage System -- 1124 
(b )  

Credit for Generators Replaced -768 
Net First Cost of Storage 356 356 356 356 356 
Net Annual Fuel Costs 0 
Net 06M Costs 49/yr 499 306 499 306 
Life Cycle-Cost of Storage System 855 662 855 662 
Life Cycle Cost of "No Storage" Options 62,300 53,600 66,800 55,800 
Net Relative Cost 1.014 1.012 1.013 1.012
 
Score 4 4 4 4
 
(a) Case A - 7.1/2 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalaLlon.
 
Case B - 15 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalatioh.
 
7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation.
Case C ­
15 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation.
Case D ­
(b) One generator set replaced.
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A major cost item for near-term flywheel storage systems will be the frequent
 
replacement of bearings. It was therefore desirable to assess the cost savings
 
which could be realized if advanced bearing systems could be developed. The
 
net relative cost for advanced bearing flywheel systems is shown in Table 30
 
for the 1000-Unit Apartment. While the net relative cost is reduced for-the
 
advanced system, it is apparent that the-improvement is not sufficient to make
 
flywheel storage systems competitive with the no-storage baseline.
 
Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage 
The essence of a superconducting magnetic energy, storage system (SMES) is a 
superconducting magnet which is, ant electromagnet wound with conductors con­
'taining zero resistance components capable of sustaining the desired conductor 
currents under the operational.conditions so that no ohmic loss is experienced
 
in steady state current operation. SNES could be relatively compact and 
efficient as the energy is stored directly as electromagnetic energy. 
As in the inertial energy storage assessment, technical and cost characteristics 
of SMES systems were developed based on a conceptual design which appeared to 
be applicable to IUS. The device consists of a solenoidal coil configuration 
with cold reinforcement. It should be pointed out that SMES systems of the 
size under consideration have not been built and' a significant amount of 
research and development is required before these systems may be implemented.
 
Cost projections indicate that these systems are better suited to much larger 
energy storage capacities than are required for IUS and they do not appear to
 
be cost competitive with other energy storage concepts for this applicatin.
 
Tables 31 and 32 summarize the calculation of net relative cost for SMES 
systems as applied to the 1000-Unit Apartment and the Village Complex respec­
tively. Both tables correspond to the replacement of one generator set which
 
represents the most* favorable case for-SNES.
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TABLE 30. NET RELATIVE COST OF AN ADVANCED INERTIAL STORAGE SYSTEM INSTALLED 
IN ME 1000-UNIT APARTMENT IDS 
Cost Discounted to Installation Date,
 
COGL Thousands of Dollars
 
a)Ctaea
Item 	 Thousands of Dollar.s Case(a ) A case(a) B (a) (a) 
Installed Cost of Storage System 280 
Credit for Generators Replaced(b) -108 
Credit for Boilers Replaced 0 
Net First Cost of Storage 172 172 172 172 172 
Net Annual Fuel Costs 0
 
Net O& Costs 16/10 yr 7.8 4.0 7.8 4.0
 
Life Cycle Cost of Storage System 180 176 1S0 176
 
Life Cycle Cost of "No Storaget'.Options 8960 6710 10,850 7560
 
Net Relative Cost 1.020 1.026 1.017 1.023
 
Score 3 2 3 3
 
(a) Case A - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation.
 
Case B - 15 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation.
 
Case C - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation.
 
Case D - 15 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation.
 
(b) One generator set replaced.
 
TABLE 31. 	NET RELATIVE COST OF AN SHES STORAGE SYSTEM INSTALLED
 
IN 1000-UNIT APARTMENT IUS
 
Cost Discounted to Installation Date,
 
Credit for Generator Sets Replaced b -108
 
Item 
Coat, 
Thousands of Dollars Case (a) A 
Thousands of Dollars 
Case (a) B Case ( ) Ca Casa (a) D 
nstalled Cost of Storage Syste 1130 
) 
Nat First Cost 1022 1022 1022 1022 1022 
Annual Fuel Savings - 0/yr 0 0 0 0 
Net 06M Costs 	 - 0 0 0 0 0 
Discounted Life Cycle Cost of Storage 	 1022 1022 1022 1022
 
System 
Discounted 	Life Cycle Cost of "No 8960 6710 10,850 7560
 
Storage" Baseline 
Net Relative Cost 1.114 1.152 I.094 1.135 
Score 	 1 1 1 1 
(a) Case A - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation.
 
Case B - 15 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation.
 
Case C - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation.
 
Case D - 15 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation.
 
(b) One generator set replaced.
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TABLE 32. 	 NET RELATIVE COST OF AN SHES STORAGE SYSTEM INSTALLED IN THE 
VILLAGE COMPLEX 1US 
,Cost Discounted to Installation Date, 
Cost, a Thousandsa of Dollarsa a 
Case ( a ) Case ( A) Case ( a ) ) tem 	 Thousands of Dollars A B C Case 
(
- 0 
Installed Cost of Storage System 	 2550
 
Credit for 	Generator Sets Replaced 0 ' ) -768 
1782 1782 1782 1782 1782
Net'First Cost' 

Annual Fuel Savings 0
 
Net Annual 	 OsirCosts 0 
1782 1782 1782 1782
Discounted Life Cycle Cost of Storage 

Disc6unted Life Cycle Cost of "No
 
Storage" Baseline 	 62,300 53,600 66,800 55,800 
1.029 1.033 1.027 1.032
Net Relative .
 
2 2 2 2
Score 

(a) Case A - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation.
 
Case B'- -15'percentjcQryear diseount rate, 'no fuel escalation.
 
Case 'C- 7-1/2 .percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation. 
Case'D -,15 perentpr year-discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation.
 
(b) One generator set replaced. 
TABLE-33. 	 UET-RiLATIVE COST OF LEAD DIOXIDE-LEAD BATTERY STORAGE SYSTEM INSTALLED 
IN ' f100,-IUINIT E 
Cost Discounted to Installation Date,
 
Thousands of Dollars
 
Item 
Cost, 
Thousands of Dollars Case ( a ) A CaseaJ B Case(a) , Case(a) D 
Installed Cost 163 
Credit for Cen Set Replacement ( b )  -108 
Net First Cost 55 55 55 55 55 
Annual Fuel Savings 0 
Replacement Costs (5-yr intervals) 
at 5 yr 71 49 35 49 35 
at 10 yr 50 24 12 24 12 
at 15 yr 43 15 5 15 5 
Life Cycle.Costs 143 107 143 107 
Life Cycle Cost of "No Storage" Baseline 8960 6710 10,850 7560 
Net Relative Cost 1.016 1.016 1.013 1.014 
Score 3' 3 4 4 
(a)' Case A --7-1/2 percent per year discont rate, no fuel escalation. 
Case B - 15 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation. 
7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, 5,percent per year fuel escalation.Casa C ­
15 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation.Case D ­
(b) One generator net replaced. 
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Electrochemical Energy Storage
 
Electrochemical storage installations for IUS application-would consist of (1)
 
power conditioning equipment and (2) rechargeable batteries arrayed as the
 
energy storage device. Four electrochemical storage systems were selected for
 
assessment. They are (1) lead dioxide-lead (or lead-acid), (2) zinc-chlorine
 
hydrate, (3) lithium-metal sulfide, and (4) sodium-sulfur systems. Of these,
 
only the lead dioxide-lead systems. are available for near-term applications. 
Tables 33 and 34 summarize the calculations for net relative cost of -near-term 
PbO2 /Pb battery systems applied to the 1000-Unit Apartment and the Village
 
Complex respectively. It is appropriate to note that, for battery systems,
 
replacement at approximately 5 year intervals is required. The replacement
 
costs are included in the calculation of NRC. Scores of 4 and 5 have been
 
assigned to the 1000-Unit Apartment and the Village Complex, respectively.
 
It is apparent that the near term lead acid battery systems will not be cost
 
competitive for IUS application. It is appropriate, however, to estimate the
 
economic profitability of advanced battery systems. Table 35 gives estimates
 
of the net relative cost of- sodium-.sulfrr battery- systems applied to the
 
Village Complex. From the results of the calculations, it would appear that
 
these advanced battery systems will result in a slight reduction in the life
 
cycle cost of IUS installations over the no-storage baseline.
 
Chemical Energy Storage
 
In the electrochemical energy storage devices discussed in the previous section,
 
energy was fed into an energy converter, namely the battery, in which the
 
chemical states of the reactants were changed.. These "active" materials were 
then stored within the battery'until it was necessary to recover the energy.
 
The reactants then reverted to their previous state. Electrochemical energy
 
storage is thus a-special case of chemical energy storage in which (1) electrical
 
energy is stored and released, and (2) the energy converter is also the energy
 
store.
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TABLE 34. NET RELATIVE COST OF LEAD DIOXIdhELEAD BATTERY STORAGE SYSTEM INSTALLED 
IN THE VILLAGE COMPLEX IOS 
Cost Discounted to Installation Date,
 
Coot, Thousands of Dollars 
Item Thousands of Dollars cae)Case (  ) A (a)Case B (a)Case C (a)Case D 
Installed Cost 698 
Credit for Generator Replacenent(b) -768 
Net First Cost - 70 
Annual Fuel Savings 0 -70 -70 -70 -70 
Replacement Costs (5-yr intervals) 
at 5 yr 212 147 105 147 105 
at 10 yr 152 74 37 74 37 
at 15 yr 129 44 16 44 16 
Life Cycle Costs 195 88 195 88 
Life Cycle Cost of "No Storage" Baseline' '62,300 53,600 66,800 55,800 
Net Relative Cost 1,003 1,002 1,003 1,002 
Score 5 5 5 5 
(a) Case A - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation.
 
Case B - 15 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation.
 
Case C - 7-1/2 percent pot year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation.
 
Case D - 15 percent per year discount rates 5 percent per year fuel escalation.
 
(b) one generator set replaced. 
TABLE 35. 	 NET RELATIVE COST OF A SODIUM-SULFUR BATTERY STORAGE SYSTM INSTALLED 
IN THE VILLAGE COMPLEX IUS 
Cost Discounted to Installation Date,
 
Thousands of Dollars
 
Cost, 	 (a-' ) B ( ) CA Case Case a Casea)Item 	 Thousands of Dollars 
Installed Cost of Storage System 	 368 
(b ) 

-768
Credit for Generators Replaced

Credit for Boilers Replaced 
 0 
-400 -400 -400 -400 Net First Cost of Storage -400 

0 0
0 0 0
Net Annual 	Fuel Costs 
101 58 101 58
 Net O&M Costs .(Replacement at 5-yr 

Intervals) 
-299 -342

-299 -342
Life Cycle Cost of Storage System 

62,300 53,600 66,800 
 55,800
Life Cyple 	Cost of, No Storage" Options 

0.996 0.994
0.995 0.994
Net Relative Cost. 

6
6 6 5 
Score 

(a) Case A - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation.
 
15.perceat per year discount rates no fuel escalation.Case B-

7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation.
Case C -

Case D - 15 percent per year discount rate. 
5 percent per year fuel escalation.
 
(b) One generator set replaced.
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Chemical energy storage devices utilize electrical energy for the production of
 
a fuel (e.g., hydrogen). The fuel is stored until the storage system is called
 
upon to produce power and the fuel is reconverted to-electrical energy. While
 
the overall process is recognized to possess low efficiency, chemical storage
 
concepts were examined in order to assess the possibilities of attractive cost
 
characteristics.
 
The assessment of chemical energy storage systems concentrated on the three sub­
systems required; (1) production, (2) storage, and (3) convertion. A near-term
 
configuration was identified which consisted of a water electrolyzer for the
 
production of hydrogen, a high pressure steel tank storage system, and a fuel
 
cell conversion system. Calculation of the net relative cost for the near term
 
chemical storage systems are summarized in Tables 36 and 37 for the 1000-Unit
 
Apartment and the Village Complex respectively. The estimates are based on the
 
replacement of one generator set for each application.
 
Compressed Air Storage
 
The compressed air storage concept is a functional modification of the open­
cycle combustion gas turbine which involves the separation of the compressor
 
from the remainder of the gas turbine cycle. Off-peak electrical energy is
 
utilized to operate the compressor and the compressed air is stored. The
 
stored compressed air is then utilized at a later time allowing the turbine 
portion of the gas' turbine cycle to utilize essentially all of its shaft power 
for the productioi of electrical power.
 
The assessment of compressed air storage technology which was carried out in
 
this study has resulted in the selection of a hard rock storage cavern as the
 
preferred -storage concept for near term application to IUS. The net relative
 
costs for this preferred compressed air storage system are summarized in Tables
 
38 and.39 for the 1000-Unit Apartment and the Village Complex, respectively,.
 
Both tables refer to the replacement of one of the diesel generator sets. It
 
should be pointed out that, for the case of replacement of more than-one
 
generator set, the economics of compressed air storage becomes less favorable
 
due to the increase in the storage volume required.
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TA3LE 36. NET RELATIVE COST OF A CHEMICAL STORAGE SYSTEM INSTALLED 
IN THE 1000-UNIT APARZMENT mNE 
Cost Discounted to Installation Date,
 
Coot, Thousands of Dollars
 
Item 	 Thousands of Dollars Case(a) A case( a ) B Case(a) C ,,,e(a) D 
Installed Cost of Storage System 
Credit for Generator Sets Replaced (b 
Net First Cost 
Life Cycle Cost 
Life Cycle Cost of "No Storage" Option 
Net Relative Cost 
Score 
417 
-108 
309 
309 
8960 
1.034 
- 2 
309 
6710 
1.046 
1 
309 
10,850 
L.028 
2 
309 
7560 
1.041 
1 
(a) Case A - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation. 
Case B - 15 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation. 
Case C - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation. 
Case D ­ 15 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation. 
(b) One.generator set replaced. 
TABLE 37. NET RELATIVE COST OF A CHEMICAL 
IN THE VILLAGE CLmPLEX IOS 
STODASE SYSTEM INSTALLED 
Cost Discounted to Installation Date,
 
Item 
Cost, 
Thousands of Dollars Case (8 ) A 
Thousands of Dollars 
Case(a)B Case(a) C Cas(a) D 
Installed Cost of-Storage System 
- 3014 
Credit for Generator Set Replaced ( b )  -768 
Net First Cost 2246 2246 2246 2246 2246 
Annual Fuel Savings 0 
Life Cycle Cost 2246 2246 2246 2246 
Life Cycle Cost of "No Storage" 
Alternative 
62,300 53,60O 66,800 55.800 
Net Relative Cost 1.036 1.042 1.034 1.040 
Score 1 1 2 1 
'(a) 	 Case A - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation. 
Case B - 15 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation. 
Case C - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation. 
Case D - 15 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation. 
(b) One generator set replaced.
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TABLE 38. 	 NET RELATIVE COST OF A COMPRESSED AIR STORAGE SYSTEM INSTALLED 
IN IRS 1000-UNIT APARIeHT LOS 
Cost Discounted to Installation Date,
 
of Dollars
Cost *ThousandsItem 	 Thousands of Dollars Case(a) A Case(a) B Case a ) C Case (a) D 
Installed Cost of Storage System 122
 
Credit for Generators Replaced(b) -108
 
Credit for Boilers Replaced 0
 
Net First Cost of Storage 14
 
- 0Net Annual Fuel Costs 

- 0
Net O&M Costs 

Life Cycle Cost of Storage System 14 14 14 14 
Life Cycle Cost of "No Storage" Options 8960 6710 10,850 7560 
1.001 	 1.002 1.001 1.001
Net Relative Cost 

5 5 5 5
Score 

(a) Case A - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate) no fuel escalation.
 
Case B - 15 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation.
 
Case C - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation. 
Case D - 15 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation. 
(b) One generator replaced.
 
TABLE 39. 	 NET RELATIVE -COST-OF A COMPRESSED AIR STORAGE SYSTEM INSTALLED, 
IN TE VILLAGE COMPLEX IDS 
Cost Discounted to Instillation Data,
 
Item 
Cost, 
Thousands of Dollars Case(a) A 
Thousands of Dollars 
Case(a) B case (') C Cae(Ca ) D" 
Installed Cost of Storage System 651 
Credit for Generators-Replaced(b ) -768'-
Credit for Boilers Replaced 0 
Net First Cost of Storage 
Net Annual Fuel Costs 
-117 
;"o : I 
-117 -117 -117 -117 
-'Net 0&M Costs. ,- 0 
Life Cycle Cost:of Storage System -117 -117 -117 -117 
Life Cycle Cost of "No Storage" Options 62,300 53,600 66,800 55,800 
Net Relative Cost 0.998 0.998 01998 0.998 
Score - 5 5 5. 5 
(a) Case A - 7-1/2 percent- per year discount rate, no fuel escalation. 
Case B - 15 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation. 
Case C - 7-1/2 percent per year diecount:rate, 5,percent per year ftel escalation. 
Case D - 15 percent per year discount rate; 5 percent per year fuel escalation. 
(b) One generator replaced.
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Thermal Energy Storage 
Thermal energy storage systems may be- defined, for the purposes of this study, 
as storage systems which are charged ai -discharged via the transport of 
thermal energy across the storage system boundaries. This definition includes 
both the heat and cold integration concepts discussed in earlier sections of 
this report. The actuil energy content of a thermal storage system may mani­
fest itself as a change in the temperature of a material, as a change in the 
physical state of a material, or as a change in the chemical composition of a 
system. Thermal energy storage (TES) systems may be viewed as consisting of a 
thermal storage material, a vessel for containing the TES material, and a means 
for transporting thermal energy to and from -storage. A fourth area for considera­
tion is the method of integrating the thermal store within the IUS.
 
During the course of the assessment task, four thermal storage concepts were
 
identified which appeared to be particularly applicable to IUS. These were
 
water storage, annual cycle ice storage, thermal wells, and a paraffin-water
 
"hybrid" system. These concepts will be discussed briefly in the following
 
paragraphs.
 
Water Storage
 
Water 'storage systems appear to-be particularly well suited to IUS application.
 
Water can be used to distribute thermal energy throughout the complex or
 
community being served thus simplifying the integration of the thermal storage
 
system with the IUS. Moreover, water is readily available and inexpensive and
 
a considerable amount of engineering experience exists on its use. Water
 
storage systems have the additional advantage of being able to store chilled
 
water during the summer months as well as heat during the winter. 
utilizes the sensible heat of water to storeThe water storage system 
thermal energy. The water is contained in a tank which operates at 'atmospheric 
pressure, thus limiting the maximum temperature of operation to about,367 K
 
(200 F). Due to:the large storage volume which will be required fbr IUS water 
storage systems, it is -desirable to locate the, storage tank underground, -with,
 
concrete being t-he preferred tank material.
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Annual Cycle Ice Storage
 
Recent studies carried out at Oak Ridge National Laboratories have revived
 
interest in a concept which utilizes ice for the storage of energy on a sea­
sonal basis. The concept is known as Annual Cycle Energy Storage (ACES) and is
 
normally envisioned as a means of reducing the energy requirements of resi­
dences or commercial buildings which are serviced by conventional utilities. A 
variation of the ACES concept which would be applicable to Integrated Utility
 
Systems utilizes a heat pump to supply auxiliary heating requirements normally
 
satisfied by auxiliary boilers. The heat pump evaporator withdraws energy from
 
a specially constructed water tank, causing the temperature of the tank to drop 
until the water begins freezing. The freezing process continues throughout the 
heating seasons so that a considerable amount of ice will accumulate. The ice 
is stored until the summer months when it is used to supply a portion of the 
cooling requirements of the IUS community.
 
Thermal Wells 
The thermal well storage concept involves the injection of pressurized hot 
water into an aquifer. The injected water will be less dense than the native 
groundwater due to its higher temperature, and will displace the colder water
 
downward. The hot water/hot porus rock combination acts as a thermal storage 
medium which can be discharged by reversing the flow of water from the well.
 
The thermal well concept is viewed as a means of storing energy on a seasonal 
basis. The storage would be utilized to accept otherwise unusable high-grade
 
heat during the fall and spring seasons when heating and cooling loads are low. 
This heat could then be recovered during the winter months to supply the
 
auxiliary heating requirements of the IUS. It should be pointed out that the
 
thermal well concept would act only as a heat storage system and would not
 
enable the replacement of generator capacity required to meet peak cooling
 
loads.
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Paraffin Storage
 
The paraffin storage concept can be considered to be a hybrid system combining
 
a paraffin storage material with a water storage system. The paraffin would be
 
sealed in suitable containers and these containers would be placed inside a 
water storage tank. During winter operation, the temperature of the storage 
tank will be maintained above the melting temperature of the paraffin at all 
times and the system will operate exactly the same as a "conventional" water 
storage system. During the summer months the tank will be used to store 
chilled water and at the fully charged condition, its temperature will be 280 K 
(45 F) which is below the freezing point of the paraffin. As the storage 
system is called upon to supply cooling, the temperature of the water in the 
tank will rise and the phase change material will begin to melt thereby ab­
sorbing its latent heat of fusion from the water. The net effect is an apparent 
increase in the specific heat of the water contained in storage. Since the 
chilled water storage requirement normally dictates the size of a water storage 
tank for IUS applications, the paraffin storage system offers the possibility 
of substantial reduction in the volume of the storage system. 
Comparison of Alternative Thermal Storage Concepts
 
The results of the assessment of alternative thermal storage concepts reveal
 
that the water storage concept is superior to the other thermal concepts
 
investigated. Water storage appears to be particularly attractive due to the
 
relatively well developed technology available for utilizing this system. In
 
addition, the energy savings associated with water storage systems are equal to
 
or greater than any of the other storage concepts.
 
The primary advantage of water storage systems, however, is economic. Tables
 
40 through 43 summarize the calculation of net relative cost for each of the
 
concepts as applied to the 1000-Unit Apartment. Water storage scores consistantly 
higher than the other concepts for all of the economic cases examined. This
 
is primarily due to the combined advantage of significant energy savings as 
well as savings in first cost due to the replacement of generator capacity. 
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TABLE 40. 	 NET RELATIVE COST OF A WATER STORAGE SYSTEM INSTALLED 
IN THE 1000-UNIT APARTSENT IUS 
Cost Discounted to Installation Date,
 
Thousands of Dollars
 
Cot,(a a) (a 
Item Thousands of Dollars Case (a) A Case
a ) B Case C Case D 
Installed Cost of Storage System 154
 
b
Credit for 	Generator Sets Replaced( ) -216
 
Credit for Auxiliary Boiler Replaced - 48
 
-110 -110 -110 -110 -110Net First Costs 

Annual Fuel Savings -7.2/yr - 74 - 45 -108 - 60 
Net O&H Costs O/yr 0 0 0 0 
Discounted Life Cycle'Coat of Storage -184 -155 -218 -170 
System
 
Discounted Life Cycle Cost of "No Storage 8960 6710 10,850 7560
 
Baseline
 
Net Relative Cost 	 0.979 0.977 0.980 0.977
 
7 	 7
Score 	 7 7 

(a) Case A - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation.
 
Case B - 15 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation.
 
Case C - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation.
 
Case D - 15 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation.
 
(b) Two generator sets replaced.
 
TABLE 41. 	NET RELATIVE COST OF ANNUAL CYCLE ICE STORAGE SYSTEM INSTALLED IN THE
 
1000-UNIT APARTMENT IDS
 
Cost Discounted to Installation Date,
 
Thousands of Dollars
 
Cost (a ) (a) (
a) 	 (

Item 	 Thousands of Dollars Case A Case a B Case C Case ' D
 
Instalied Cost of Ice/Storage System 460 
(b )  
Credit for Generator Sets Replaced -108
 
Credit for Boilers Replaced - 48
 
304 304 . 304 304 304Net FirstCost 

Annual Fuel Savings -5.6/yr -57 -35 -84 -47
 
Life Cycle Cost of Storage System 247 269 220 257
 
Life Cycle Cost of "No Storage" Option 8960 6710 10,850 7560 
Net Relative Cost 1.028 1.040 1.020 1.034 
Score 	 2 1 3 2
 
(a) Case A - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation. 
Case B - 15 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation, 
Case C - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rates 5 percent per year fuel escalation.
 
Case D - 15 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation.
 
(b) One generator set replaced.
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TABLE 42. 	 NET RELATIVE COST OF A THERMAL WELL STORAGE SYSTEM INSTALLED 
IN THE 1000-UNIT APARTMENT I14TEGRATED UTILITY SYSTEM IES 
,Cost Discounted to Installation Date,
 
Cost, Thousands of Dollars
 
a) a1 
Item 	 Thousands of Dollars CasataJ-A Caseka ) B Case C CaseM D
 
Installed Cost of Storage 	 -100 
Credit for Auxiliary Boiler Replaced -48
 
(b)  
Net First Cost 52 52 52 52 52 
Annual Fuel Savings -7.2/yr -74 -45 -108 -60 
Life Cycle Cost of Storage System -22 7 -56 -8 
Life Cycle Cost of "No Storage" System 8960 6710 10,850 7560 
Net Relative Cost 0.997 1.001 0.995 0.999 
Score 5 5 6 5 
(a)Case A - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation.
 
Case B - 15 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation.
 
Case C - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation. 
Case D - 15 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation.
 
(b)Concept does not allow replacement of generator sets. 
TABLE 43. 	NET RELATIVE COST OF PARAFFIN STORAGE SYSTEM INSTALLED
 
IN 1000-UNIT APARTMENT INTEGRATED UTILITY SYSTEM
 
Item 

Installed Cost of Storage 

Credit for Generator SetsReplaced(b) 

Credit for Auxiliary Boiler Replaced 

Net First Cost 

Annual Fuel Savings 

Life Cycle Cost of Storage System 

Life Cycle Cost of "No-Storage"Option 
Net Relative Cost 
Score 
Cost, 

Thousands of Dllars 

297
 
-216
 
-48,
 
-33 

-7.2/yr 

Cost Discounted to Installation Date,
Thousands of Dollars 
Case.a) A Case(-) B Case(') C Case.a) D 
33 33 33 -33
 
-74 -45 -108 -60
 
-41 -12 -75 -27'
 
8960 6710 10,850 7560 
0.995 0.998 0.993 0.996
 
6 5 6 5 
(a) Case A - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation. 
Case B - 15 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation. 
Case C - 7-1/2 percent per-year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation. 
Case D - 15 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fule escalation. 
(b) Two generator sets replaced.
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Of the remaining concepts, the paraffin system offers the potential for re­
ducing the size of the storage tank required but the cost of this system
 
appears to be excessive unless low cost paraffin containers can be developed.
 
Selection of Primary Candidate
 
The results of the assessment tasks were utilized to arrive at the selection
 
of water storage as the primary candidate for near-term application to IDS.
 
The rationale for this selection can be demonstrated by reference to Tables 44
 
and 45 which summarize the scoring for each of the energy storage categories.
 
As indicated by the scores for the net relative cost criteria, water storage
 
is the only storage concept examined which exhibits significant dollar savings
 
on a life cycle basis. The scoring scale for this criteria was based on in­
crements of 1 percent. A score of 6 for net relative cost would therefore indi­
cate a savings of about 1 percent of the life cycle cost of the no-storage
 
baseline IUS. A score of 4 indicates that the IUS with energy storage costs
 
1 percent more than a no-storage IUS. Water storage systems can therefore be
 
expected to reduce the life cycle cost of IUS installations by approximately
 
2 percent.
 
Water storage systems also scored high in relative fuel utilization. Other
 
storage systems (i.e., paraffin storage and thermal wells) .could equal the
 
energy savings associated with water storage, none was foumd to exceed it. As
 
indicated earlier, the application of "electrical" storage devices do not re­
sult in the reduction of IllS fuel consumption. 
Water storage systems having the additional advantage of utilizing present day
 
technology. While (1) further development Work is required in several areas
 
(e.g., efficient baffling techniques and methods of minimizing pumping require­
ments), and (2)water storage systems are not considered off-the-shelf items,
 
successful water storage systems similar to those which would be required for
 
IDS have been constructed.
 
Disadvantages of water storage systems can be attributed to their large size,
 
their somewhat limited expansion capability, and the extensive on-site con­
struction effort which is required.
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TABLE 44. SUMMARY OF SCORING FOR SELECTION OF PRIMARY E/S CANDIDATE 
FOR 100D-UNIT APARTMENT IUS 
Energy Storage Alternative, raw score 
Criteria Weight 
NO 
Storage Electrochemical Chemical 
Compressed
Air Inertial SMES Thermal 
Net Relative Cost 2 5 4 2 5 2 1 7 
Relative Fuel Utilization 1.4 5 5 5 5 5 5 7 
Safety 1.2 5 3 3 5 3 3 5 
Availability/Reliability/ 
aintainability 
1.1 5 3 5 5 3 7 5 
Hardware Availability 1.1 5 3 3 3 3 1 4 
Environmental Concerns 0.8 5 5 5 3 51 3 5 
Energy Storage Density 0.6 5 3 3 1 3 4 2 
Expansion Capability 0.6 5 7 5 3 5 3 3 
Transportability 0.2 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 
Total Raw Score 45 38 36 33 32 30 41 
Total Weighted Score 45 36.2 33.2 37.2 30.6 28.6 47.3 
TABLE 45. SUQARY OF SCORING FOR SELECTION OF PRIMARY E/S CANDIDATE 
FOR VILLAGE CCMPLEX IDS 
NO Energ Storag-Alternative. 
raw scoreCompressed 
Criteria Weight Storage Electrochemical Chemical Air Inertial SHES Thermal 
Net Relative Cost 2 5 5 2 5 4 
2 7 
Relative Fuel Utilization 1.4 5 5 5 
5 5 5 6 
Safety iz2 5 3 3 5 
3 3 5 
Availability/Reliability/ 1.1 5 3 5 5 
3 7 5 
Maintainability 
Hardware Availability 1.1 5 3 3 3 
3 1 4 
Environmental Concerns 0.8 5 5 5 3 
5 3 5 
Energy Storage Density 0.6 5 3 3 1 
3 4 2 
Expansion Capability 0.6 .5 7 5 3 
5 3 3 
Transpor ability 0.2 5 5 5 3 
3 3 3 
Total -aw Score 45 39 36 33 34 
31 40 
Total Weighted Score 45 38.2 33.2 37.2 
34.6 30.6 45.9 
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INTEGRATION CONSIDERATIONS FOR WATER STORAGE SYSTEMS
 
Water storage has been selected as the primary candidate for energy storage in, 
conjunction with Integrated Utility Systems. The original work statement and 
study plan defining these investigations called for a detailed consideration 
of the integration aspects of the primary candidate. During the course of the 
investigations, however, it was determined that the assessment of energy 
storage in climates other than Washington, D.C., would be of greater value and
 
the time and resources were allotted accordingly. It is appropriate, however,
 
to discuss several of the integration considerations which were identified and
 
addressed throughout the study.
 
One of the advantages of water storage systems for IUS application is that
 
these systems have the ability to function in the heat storage mode during the 
winter months as well as in the cold storage systems during the summer. Since 
each of these storage modes obviously will require different integration 
techniques, it is desirable to address each of the methods separately. 
Chilled Water Storage
 
Integration of a chilled water storage system with IUS is dependent on the 
characteristics of the chillers and the chilled water distribution system. For 
the purposes of this study, it has been assumed that chilled water is distri­
buted to the various buildings being served at a temperature of 280 K (45 F) 
and is returned at 287 K (57 F). Control of the system is assumed to be by 
variable flow rate. That is, for part load operation, the chilled water flow 
rate is reduced and a nearly constant return water temperature is maintained. 
The 280 K (45 F) send-out temperature is maintained by varying the number of 
chillers which are on line. The chillers are assumed to be in parallel such 
that each machine operates between the same supply and return temperatures.,
 
A number of schemes for integrating the chilled water storage tank with the
 
IUS have been identified and two leading possibilities are presented in Figures
 
11 and 12. These two systems are identical during charging when excess 280 K 
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(45 F) chilled water is routed into storage while warmer water in storage is
 
withdrawn and blended with return water. The two systems differ, however, in
 
the way that the storage is discharged. For the concept shown in Figure 11
 
(which is referred to as a chilled water Type A integration), return water
 
is diverted into storage and chilled water from storage is mixed with the re­
maining return flow, the net result is that the temperature of the return water
 
which is supplied to the chillers is reduced. Since the send-out temperature
 
remains constant, the chillers will now be able to handle a greater flow rate.
 
This procedure has the advantage of being able to use nearly all of the stored 
energy without regard to the temperature of the water drawn from storage (pro­
vided, of course, that sufficient flow rates can be maintained). The system is 
undesirable, however, due to the fact that the lower chiller inlet temperature 
will decrease the COP of those machines. 
The integration concept shown in Figure 12 (referred to as a chilled water
 
Type B integration) is discharged by diverting return water to storage while
 
supplying chilled water directly to the supply main of the distribution system.
 
Thus, a portion of the return water bypasses the chiller completely. The
 
chillers may therefore operate with their design temperature drop and design
 
flow rate resulting in optimum performance. The disadvantages of this concept
 
is the fact that, as the tank is discharged, its average temperature will rise.
 
If this rise in tank temperature is reflected in an increased storage discharge
 
water temperature, the water drawn from storage will eventually become unusable.
 
The disadvantages of the second system could be overcome by providing a method 
of preventing direct mixing of the inlet and outlet flows. From a thermal 
standpoint, a two tank arrangement would be desirable in which the tanks are 
alternately filled and emptied. A two tank approach would, however, be prohi­
bitive from a cost standpoint. Alternately, a series of tanks or a-baffling 
system could be used to approach the performance of a two tank arrangement. 
The exact method of obtaining the necessary stratification has not been deter­
mined in this study and further investigations in this area are recommended. 
It appears, however, that adequate techniques can be developed and the integra­
tion concept presented in Figure 12 is, therefore, suggested for application to 
IUS. 
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Hot Water Storage
 
The hot water distribution system operates with a send-out temperature of 367 K
 
(200 F) and a return temperature of 333 K (140 F). As for the chilled water
 
system, a variable flow rate arrangement is assumed for control of the return
 
temperature. The integration of heat storage systems with the IUS is compli­
cated by the fact that heat recovery takes place at several temperature ranges.
 
Lube oil recovered energy is assumed, for this study, to take place at a
 
temperature of 355 K (180 F) while high grade energy is in the form of 394 K
 
(250 F) steam. Since the send-out temperature of the distribution system is 
367 K (200 F) it is obvious that some high grade energy will always be required. 
In order to account for lube oil heat exchanger effectiveness of less than 1, a 
maximum lube oil heat exchanger output temperature of 350 K (170 F) has been 
assumed.* 
A possible integration arrangement for hot water storage systems is shown in 
Figure 13. The arrangement (which is referred to as a hot water Type A inte­
gration) is similar to the suggested (Type B) cold storage scheme in that the
 
storage is essentially in parallel with the heat sources. Thus the temperature 
of the water entering the lube oil heat exchanger is maintained at a low tem­
perature during discharge promoting efficient heat transfer.
 
Difficulties with this system can arise, however, due to the variability of the
 
sources and demands for thermal energy. For example, it has been observed that,
 
under certain conditions, there is ample low grade energy available to preheat
 
the return flow to the maximum low grade heat exchanger exit temperature of
 
350 K (170 F), but that the quantity of high grade energy available is not suf­
ficient to bring the flow to its final temperature of 367 K (200 F). In order
 
to make up the deficit in high grade energy, storage must be utilized. In the
 
hot water Type A integration depicted in Figure 13, a portion of the return
 
water would be diverted to storage thus reducing the flow of water through both
 
the heat exchangers. This results in an increase in the amount of low grade
 
energy which must be discarded--an obviously undesirable consequence.
 
* This assumption is-consistant with previous IUS studies (1 and 2). 
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The difficulties described in the preceding paragraph can be overcome by pro­
viding a means of utilizing some of the excess low grade energy to preheat
 
the water which is diverted to storage during discharge. A method -of accom­
plishing this is shown schematically in Figure-14. This arrangement (which
 
is referred to as a hot water Type B integration) has the capability of being
 
charged or discharged either upstream or downstream of the lube oil heat ex­
changer. Therefore, during those periods when ample low grade energy is
 
available but extra high grade energy is needed, the storage tank will be
 
discharged by diverting water to the tank after it has been preheated in the
 
lube oil exchanger. The added flexibility of the hot water Type B system
 
makes this arrangement the preferred method of integration for hot water
 
storage in connection with IUS.
 
Combined.Heat and Cold Storage
 
The water storage tanks will be required, for economic reasons, to operate at
 
atmospheric pressure. Pumps will therefore be installed to withdraw water from
 
storage and raise its pressure to line pressure. For ease of presentation, the 
previous schematics depicting integratidn concepts have shown separate pumps 
for both charging and discharging. By appropriate piping and valving, however,
 
the same pump.may be used for both functions. Figure 15 is a schematic diagram
 
of a water storage system integrated with an IUS showing the piping and valving
 
required for both winter and simmer operation. The storage pump has been shown 
as discharging at points of low pressure in the distribution system in order
 
to minimize both the energy requirements for pumping and the pump capacity
 
required.
 
An important consideration for combined hot and cold storage systems will be
 
the procedure for switching from one mode of storage to the other. Fortunately, 
the changeover process can be a gradual one occurring during the autumn and
 
spring when excess heat is available. Absorption chillers can utilize this
 
excess heat to bring the storage tank to its charged state prior to the start
 
of the cooling season while excess recovered heat may be used to charge the
 
heat storage system prior to the heating season.
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ASSESSMENT OF WATER STORAGE SYSTEMS IN ALTERNATE CLIMATES
 
Water storage was selected as the primary energy storage candidate as a result
 
of analysis of IUS baselines with climates similar to Washington, D.C. The
 
effect of alternate climates on the performance of water storage systems was 
assessed through the use of load profiles for a similar (but not identical)
 
1000-Unit Apartment in Houston, Texas, and Minneapolis, Minnesota. Since
 
the profiles for identical community models were not ayailable, direct site­
to-site comparisons to the Washington, D.C. case are not possible. The re­
suiting trends are, however, considered meaningful.
 
The results of the computer runs are summarized in Table 46. The data for
 
annual fuel consumption are of particular interest and the results indicate
 
that a water storage systdm will reduce energy consumption for a 1000-Unit 
Apqrtment located in Minneapolis by about 3 percent but will slightly increase 
the energy consumption of a Houston installation. This result is as expected 
since the Houston IUS no-storage baseline does not require auxiliary heating on
 
winter average days and only a small amount is required on winter design days.
 
It is apparent that storage for the Houston IUS will only be useful as a 
result of the replacement of generating capacity which would otherwise be 
necessary to satisfy peak cooling demands during the summer months.
 
The economics of water storage systems were examined for both Minneapolis and.
 
Houston IUS installations and the results are summarized in Tables 47 and 48,
 
The analysis shows that water storage systems will be economically
respectively. 

profitable in both locations but the profitability will be greater for the
 
Minneapolis installation due to the added benefit of substantial fuel savings
 
coupled with a slightly smaller storage requirement-.
 
It should be pointed out that, in order to be consistant with other storage
 
cases, the economic data for the Minneapolis case include a credit for re-

It may, however, be desirable to retain some
placement of auxiliary boilers. 

boilers since the storage system (which has been sized based on the summer
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TABLE 46. SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE AND CAPACITIES FOR 1000-UNIT APARTMENT 
IUS IN ALTERNATE CLIMATES(a)
 
Item Minneapolis Houston 
Annual fuel consumption, m
3 
(thousands of gallons) 
No-storage 3217 
(850) 
3399 
(898) 
Water-storage 3111 3410
 
(822) (901)
 
Cold storage required, GJ 36.5 44.7
 
(ton-hours) (2880) (3531)
 
Heat storage required, GJ 113 13
 
(millions of Btu) (107) (12)
 
Compression chiller capacity, Tons
 
662 751
No-storage 

700 850
Water-storage 

(a) Four, 478-kw generator sets assumed for storage cases.
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TABLE 47. 	 NET RELATIVE COST OF A WATER STORAGE SYSTEM INSTALLED IN A 
MINNEAPOLIS 1000-UNIT APARTMENT IUS 
Cost Discounted to Installation Date,
 
Cost, Thousands of Dollars
 
Item Thousands of Dollars Caseta) A Case(a) B Caseta) C Casea) D
 
Installed Cost of Storage System 104 
Credit for Generators Replaced(b) -216 
Credit for Boilers Replaced -48 
Credit for Chillers Replaced 
Net First Cost of Storage -160 -16n -160 -160 -160 
Net Annual Fuel Costs -10.2 -104 -64 -153 -85 
Net O&M Coats 
Life Cycle Cost of Storage System -264 -224 -313 -245 
Life Cycle Cost of "No Storage" Options 8960 6710 10,850 7560 
Net Relative Cost 0.971 0.967 0.971 0.966 
Score 8 8 8 8 
(a) Case A - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation. 
Case B - 15 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation, 
Case C - 7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation. 
Case D - 15 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent per year fuel escalation. 
(b) Two generator sets replaced.
 
SYSTEM INSTALLED IN A 
HOUSTON 1000-UNIT APARTMENT IDS 
TABLE 48. 	 NET RELATIVE COST OF A WATER STORAGE 
Cost Discounted to Installation Date, 
Thousands of Dollars 
Cost,
 
Item Thousands of Dollars 
)Case C A Case (a)a Case(a) C Case(a) D 
Installed Cost of Storage System 128 
Credit for Generators Replaced(b) -216 
Credit for Boilers Replaced - 48 
Net First Cost of Storage -136 -136 -136 -136 -136 
Net Annual Fuel Costs 0 
Net 06M Costs '-0 
Life Cycle Cost of Storage System 
Life Cycle Cost of "No Storage" Options 
Net Relative Cost 
-136 
8960 
0.984 
-136 
6710 
0.980 
-136 
10,850 
0.987 
-136 
7560 
0.982 
Score 7 7 
6 7 
7-1/2 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation.
(a) Case A -

Case B - 15 percent per year discount rate, no fuel escalation. 
7-1/2 percent per year discount rates 5 percent per year fuel escalation.Case C ­ per year fuel escalation.Case D - 15 percent per year discount rate, 5 percent 
(b) ITo generators replaced.
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design day requirements) will satisfy the heating load for only about 2 conse­
qutive winter design days. Retaining all of the auxiliary boilers would increase
 
the net relative cost of the Minneapolis system slightly.
 
Table 49 presents a summary of the assessment criteria scores for the water
 
storage systems in Minneapolis and Houston. The results demonstrate that a
 
Minneapolis installation will be preferred over a Houston water storage in­
stallation. For the Houston case, it appears that the advantages of reduced
 
net relative cost are offset by reduced hardware availability, energy storage
 
density, expansion capability, and transportability and that water storage
 
systems should not be recommended for a Houston location.
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TABLE 49. SUMMARY OF SCORING FOR WATER-STORAGE SYSTEMS
 
IN-ALTERNATE CLIMATES
 
Criteria Weight No-Storage 

Net Relative Cost 2.0 5 

Relative Fine Utilization 1.4 5 

Safety 1.2 5 

Availability/Reliability/ 1.1 5 

Maintainability
 
Hardware Availability 1.1 5 

Environmental Concerns 0.8 5 

Energy Storage Density 0.6 5 

Expansion Capability 0.6 5 

Transportability 0.2 5 

Total Raw Score 45 

Total Weighted Score 45 

Minneapolis Houston 
8 7 
8' 5 
5 5 
5 5 
4 4 
5 5 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
43 39 
50.7 44.5 
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PROCEDURE FOR COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT 
OF ALTERNATIVE STORAGE METHODS 
The economic profitability of energy storage devices imbedded in IUS is deter­
mined by calculation of the net relative cost of the storage device. Net
 
relative cost is defined as the ratio of the life cycle cost of the IUS with 
energy storage to the life cycle cost of the no-storage IUS option. This may 
be expressed in equation form as 
NRC = (LCIUS + AES)/LCIUS 
where
 
NRC =,Net Relative Cost
 
LCIUS = Life cycle cost of no-storage IUS
 
AES = Incremental life cycle cost due to the addition of 
energy storage to the no-storage IUS.
 
This equation reduces to
 
NRC = 1 + AES/LCIUS
 
where the symbols are defined as before.
 
can 
determined from the calculation of AES alone, it was felt that this fiunber 
would not be meaningful unless compared to the costs of the entire IUS. Net 
Although the absolute economic profitability of energy storage systems be 
relative cost was therefore defined in an attempt to normalize the economic
 
profitability of energy storage devices.
 
Assumptions 
out the- economic comparisonsThe .assumptionswhich were utilized in carrying 
are summarized below.
 
(1) The analysis was carried out in constant 1975 
dollars
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(2) All costs were adjusted to effective prices for'July,
 
1975
 
(3) 	Labor rates for Washington,,D.C.-area were used
 
where applicable
 
(4) 	Discount rates of 7.5 and 15 percent were used
 
for the present value analysis
 
(5) 	A twenty year life was assumed for IUS
 
(6) 	Fuel price (No. 2 Diesel) was assumed to be 36Q/
 
gallon
 
(7) 	Fuel price escalation of 0 and 5 percent per year
 
(8) 	Taxation effects were not considered.
 
A number of these assumptions will be discussed in further detail in the fol­
lowing.sections.
 
Inflation
 
The results of a present value analysis are not affected by inflation so long 
as all costs are subject to the same inflation rate. Since it was not reasonable 
to predict different inflation rates for the different IUS cost elements over 
the assumed 20 year IUS lifetime, an inflation rate of zero was assumed for all 
costs addressed with the exception of the fuel costs. Fuel price is addressed 
in greater detail in the next section. 
Fuel 	Price
 
Both IUS baselines considered in this study utilized No. 2 diesel fuel. The
 
cost of the fuel is, of course, an important parameter in carrying out' the
 
economic assessment of alternative energy storage systems. Projections of fuel
 
price increases over the assumed 20 year IUS life are highly speculative as
 
petroleum prices will continue to be strongly influenced by political considera­
tions, and unforeseen political decisions could significantly alter any assumed 
scenario. Preliminary studies indicate, however, that the wholesale price of 
fuel 6fl in constant 1975 dollars can be expected to increase from a present 
cost-of about.29 /gal to 36€/gal. by 1979. In an attempt to bracket the effect 
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of possible fuel price increases after this date, fuel price escalation rates
 
of 0 and 5 percent per year were assumed. It should be pointed out that (since
 
the analysis is carried out in constant 1975 dollars) these escalation rates
 
correspond to current price increases of to 0 and 5 percent above the
 
general inflation rate.
 
Taxation
 
The tax status of IUS installations has not been clearly defined. Early
 
installations will be of a demonstration nature and will probably be funded
 
through government agencies. It is hoped, however, that IUS will eventually
 
become a private operation subject to taxation by local, state, and federal
 
governments. The difficult question of tax status was-not treated in this
 
study and the economic comparisons are considered to be before taxes.
 
Present Worth Factors
 
The present value analysis procedure utilized in this study converts all of
 
the costs of a system over the assumed 20 year life to an equivalent cost at
 
the time of installation through the use of present worth factors. This can
 
be expressed via the equation
 
Net Present L An
 
AValue of 
Method A J n1o 
where
 
An = net cost for period, n
 
i = discount rate
 
L = life of project
 
n - period. 
If costs or benefits are uniform over the life of the project, uniform series
 
present value factors may be used.
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Net Present
 
Value of A (l+i)L _ I
 
Uniform Ai (l+i)L

Series
 
where i and L are as before and
 
=
A 	 annual net cost assumed to be uniform over the life
 
of the project.
 
If costs or benefits are assumed to increase at a uniform rate over the life
 
of the project (e.g., fuel costs), the following equation may be used.
 
fNet Present7 
Value of Ao 1 olXL
Ao 

1 Vni1form o + iGradient 

Series J
 
where i and L are as before and
 
= l+rl+i
 
r = escalation ,rate
 
Ao = net cost subject to escalation for first year of project.
 
The series present value factors utilized in this study are summarized in Table
 
A-1.
 
Baseline IUS Costs
 
The life cycle costs of the IUS baselines utilized in the study (LCIUS) are
 
required in order to calculate the net relative cost of the energy storage
 
systems under consideration. These costs were taken from References lPand 2
 
and were adjusted (using the Wholesale Price Index) to 1975 levels. In addition,
 
fuel costs were adjusted to reflect the assumed 36e/gallon fuel price. Table
 
A-2 summarizes the data utilized. It should be pointed out that the costs for
 
the Village Complex were assumed to be one eighth of the costs for the "Option
 
II" costs reported in Reference 2. Option II consists of 7 Village Complex
 
IUS installations and a Central Business District IUS. The error introduced
 
by the approximation is thought to be well within the accuracy of the cost
 
estimates.
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TABLE A-I. SERIES PRESENT WORTH FACTORS USED IN
 
COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT 
Present Worth
 
Discount Rate, percent Escalation Rate, percent Factor(a)
 
7.5 0 10.194
 
15.0 0 6.259
 
7.5 5 15.015
 
15.0 5 8.379
 
(a) 20 year life assumed.
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TABLE A-2. COST INFORMATION FOR IUS BASELINES
 
Item 1000-Unit Apartment Village Complex 
Capital Cost, $ 2 ,70 8 ,0 00 (a) 29,870,000 
(b ) 
Fuel and Lube Cost, $/yr 21 4 ,0 0 0 (a) 627,000
(b ) 
Other O&M Costs, $/yr 22 1,0 00 (a) 979,000
(b ) 
Capital Cost, 1975 $ 3,141,000 39,692,000 
Fuel and Lube, 1975 $/yr 315,000 921,000 
Other O&M Costs, 1975 $/yr 256,000 1,301,000 
Life Cycle Cost, (c) Millions of $ 8.96 62.3 
Life Cycle Co s t ,(d) Millions of $ 6.71 53.6 
Life Cycle Cost,(e) Millions of $ 10.5 66.8 
Life Cycle Cost, (f ) Millions of $ 7.38 55.8 
(a) Reported in Reference 1. 
(b) Reported in Reference 2 and adjusted. 
(c) Fuel escalation rate of 0%, Discount rate or 7.5%. 
(d) Fuel escalation rate of 0%, Discount rate of 15%. 
(e) Fuel escalation rate of 5%, Discount rate of 7.5%. 
(f) Fuel escalation rate of 5%, Discount rate of 15%. 
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Energy Storage System Costs
 
The absolute economic profitability (AES) of the alternative energy storage
 
devices is calculated on an incremental basis. That is, the costs associated
 
with an energy storage device are treated as net costs and are computed by
 
taking credit for fuel savings and equipment reduction relative to the baseline 
no-storage system. The factors which are included in the calculation are all 
discounted to the installation date and are defined below:
 
(1) First Cost - those costs which are associated with 
installation and startup of the energy storage system 
including capital equipment land, construction and 
one time startup costs.
 
(2) Fuel Costs - Net cost of the fuel consumed by the IUS 
system with energy storage relative to the no-storage
 
baseline.
 
(3) Other O&M Costs - Net cost of operation and maintenance
 
of the energy storage system excluding fuel costs.
 
(4) Replacement Costs - Net cost of replacing unusable 
equipment at a specified future date. 
(5) Salvage Value - Net credit received due to the disposal
 
of equipment at the end of the assumed economic lifetime. 
Since the calculation of AES involves taking appropriate credits for equipment
 
replaced, the costs of this equipment must be estimated. The following cost
 
estimates were used for this study.
 
Diesel generator sets
 
1000-Unit Apartment (478 kw) - $108,000 each
 
Village Complex (4415 kw) - $768,200 each
 
Auxiliary boilers
 
1000-Unit Apartment (250 hp) - $24,200 each
 
Village Complex (500 hp) - $37,1000 eatch. 
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Example Calculation
 
To illustrate the procedure utilized in calculating the net relative cost of
 
an energy storage device, a numerical example is presented below. The case
 
examined is for a water storage system for application to the 1000-Unit
 
Apartment IUS. Appropriate cost data for this case are as follows:
 
Installed cost of storage system - $154,000
 
Credit for generator sets replaced - $216,000
 
Credit for auxiliary boilers replaced - $48,400
 
Annual fuel savings - $7,200
 
Net salvage value - -0
 
Net other O&M costs - -0.
 
The net first costs (NFC) are calculated as
 
NFC = $154,000 - $216,000 - $48,400 = -$110,400
 
The negative sign indicates that there is a net savings in first costs due to
 
the installation of water storage.
 
The fuel costs (FC) must be discounted to the installation date using appro­
priate series present worth factors.
 
FC (7.5% discount, 0% escalation) = -7,200,(10.194) = -$73,400
 
FC (15%, 0%) = -7,200 (6.259.) = -$45,060
 
FC (7.5%, 5%) = -7,200 (15.015) = -$108,100
 
FC (15%, 5%) = -7,200 (8.379) = -$60,330.
 
Again, the negative sign indicates a net savings due to the energy storage
 
device. Since there are no replacement costs associated with the water storage
 
system (20 year life expected) and the net O&M and salvage values have been
 
assumed to be zero, AES may be calculated as
 
AES = NFC + FC
 
or
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AES (7.5% discount, 0% escalation) =-110,400 -73,400
 
- -183,800
 
AES (15%, 0%) = -110,400 - 45,060 = -155,460
 
AES (7.5%, 5%) = -410,400 - 108,100 = -218,500
 
AES (15%, 5%) = -110,400 - 60,330 = -170,730.
 
The net relative cost is then calculated as
 
NRC = 1 + AES/LCIUS 
or
 
NRC (7.5% discount, 0% escalation) = 1 - 183.8/8,960 
- 0.979
 
NRC (15%, 0%)= 1 - 155.5/6,710 = 0.977
 
NRC (7.5%, 5%) = 1 - 218.5/10,500 = 0.979
 
NRC (15%, 5%) = 1 - 170.7/7,380 = 0.977.
 
It should be noted that, although the absolute profitability (AES) for the
 
system varies considerably for the different discount and escalation rates,
 
the net relative costs vary only slightly. This is because the assumed dis­
count and escalation rates also affect the life cycle cost of the baseline
 
system (LCIUS) in a similar manner and variations tend to cancel. Thus, net
 
relative cost appears to be somewhat insensitive to disdount rate and fuel
 
escalation assumptions.
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DESCRIPTION AND LISTING OF THE IUS SIMULATION
 
COMPUTER PROGRAM
 
The purpose of the IUS simulation computer program IUSMOD is to enable the 
comparison of alternative energy storage devices on the conmnon basis of annual 
energy consumption of IUS/energy storage configurations. In addition, the 
program allows the determination of the capacities of IUS equipment (including 
energy storage equipment) required to satisfy input load profiles. The program 
IUSMOD, which is written in FORTRAN, is basically a modification of the ESOP
 
computer program utilized by NASA-JSC. It calculates the fuel required by
 
prime movers and auxiliary boilers to supply the electrical, space heating,
 
space cooling, and water heating requirements of the baseline communities. The 
program in its current form, IUSMOD, treats heat storage, cold storage, and
 
electrical storage.
 
Input required by the program includes the hour-by-hour demand profiles for 
hot water heating, space heating, space cooling, and electricity. The perfor­
mance parameters for the various IUS components (boilers, chillers, etc.) are
 
also input, as well as appropriate flags which-describe the case being run.
 
Program output consists of the calculated fuel utilization, generator output,
 
chiller output, waste heat recovered, and energy flow to and from storage for 
each hour of the period under consideration.
 
The program is a relatively simple analytical tool intended for preliminary
 
sizing of storage schemes and rough estimates of annual fuel consumption of
 
alternative IUS designs. Results of the program appear to agree reasonably 
well with output from the ESOP prodgram when similar input data are used. 
Program Description
 
The Integrated Utility System Simulation program, IUSMOD, developed in this
 
study contains a main program, BIUSS, which reads input data, prints results,
 
and controls the logic flow. BIUSS is modular in nature with different sections
 
B-i 
of the main program devoted to performing the calculations required for dif­
ferent energy storage arrangements. Currently the BIUSS program will treat any
 
one of four configurations depending on the value .of the input flag MODESTO.
 
Included are the no-storage configuration (MODESTO = 1), thermal storage
 
(MODESTO = 2), electrical storage to match thermal demands (MODESTO = 3), and
 
electrical storage for peak shaving (MODESTO 4).
 
The main program calls the subroutine HEAT, which calculates the excess heat 
available or the auxiliary -heat,required after satisfying space heating and 
domestic hot water heating loads. HEAT, in turn, calls the subroutine GENRAT 
which calculates the fuel consumption and the quantities of high and low grade 
heat production of the prime movers given the electrical demand. GENRAT 
utilizes data which is contained in the block data routine GENDATA. Subroutine 
ELECSTO calculates the energy flow to and from electrical storage systems
 
taking into account charging, standby, and discharging inefficiencies. 
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20 C FV FUEL HEATING VALUE-..... ......... (BTU/GAL) 
C BEFF 63ILER EFFICIENCY 0 
C COPA COEF = O PiRFORMAN E OF ABSORPTION A/C 
w -.- -
o COk--G1CEFz 0: P-FRA~-G-tRfES-Y--i-
TLO = TTMP OF ReCOVERED LOW-GR'ADE HEAT . ... (F) 
25 C 
C 
" 
THOT 
TIS 
IAY 
= 
= 
= 
TEMP OF DOMESTIC HOT WATER SUPPLY 
TEH OF SUPPLY WATER 
DAY NUM3ER [a OR I MEAN NO PREVIOUS DAYSI 
(F)
IF) p-
G ISESON = SEASOI aLAG Ti-WIN, 2-SPR, 3-SJM, 4-AUTI 
30 
o 
C 
c. ..ITITL2-= 
I a DATA FLAG (73'?O 0ROLANK, REA3 NEW DATA 
1 1, USE OLD DATA) 
63 CHAR. DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATION DAY 
C OHWD = HOURLY IOMESTIC HOT WATER DEMAND (BTU/HR) 
C SHETOr- = HOURLY SPACE HEATING DEMAND (DITU/HRi 
C TOND = HOURLY AIR CONITIONING DEMAND (TONSI 
35 C 
C AUXKW = 
3'4KWHIUROOESTIC ELECTRICAL 51MAND 
HOURLY AUXILIARY ELECTRICAL DEHAND 
- (I 
(KW) 
C OORCV = HOURLY JTHER HEAT RECOV EINCINERATIONI--(TU/HR) 
6 -- EEXTRA I1PUT-DATA F3D THERMAL STORAGE (MO)ESTO2= ro1 
40 C STOMAXH a MAX. STJRAGE CAPACITY - HOT WATER 
" 
(STU) 
G TOhAVC-'MAX. -STRAGE CAPACITY - COLD'dATER (TN-HRl 
45 
-
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
QINIAXH = MAX. ST)RAGE INPUT RATE - HOT dATER 
QOTM4XH 2 MAX. ST)3ASE OUTPUT PATE - HOT WATER 
TNINIAX = MAX. ST3PAGE INPUT RATE - COL) dATER 
TNOTMAX = MAX. ST)PAGE OUTPUT FATE - CO..) WATER 
TONCHAX HAX. C'A'ITY OF COMPRESSION A/ 
PCTIFIL PEOCNT CAPACITY FILLED AT SIHJLATIO 
(BTU/HR) 
(BTU/HRI 
(TONS) 
(TO'4S) 
ITONSI 
TART 
to 
C PCTLSTH = PERCENT CAPACITY LOST DURING 13UR - HOT 
C PCTLSTC = PERCENT CAPACITY LOST DURING HOJR - COLD 
C....E'-EXTRA INPUT DATA FOR ELECTRICAL STORAGE ItOOESTO=3I 
C SEOHAXC a 
EPMAX --
MAX. ST)FAGE CHA-RE RATE 
MA. STORAGr-DTSCHARGE RATE 
(KW) 
(KW1I 
____ 
73/73 O'T:2 FT' 4.5+R406 Oifflg/76 16.22.27 PAGE 2 
C STKWAX = HAX. ST3RAGE CAPAOITY IKWt 
55 C
-CEFFGHG STPOIN = 
= 
PERCENT CAPACITY GHAPGEO AT START
EPFICIE CY OF C1ARGING 
C - FFSRY = EFFI.rTE'JY OF STAND:-8Y 
C EFFOIS = mFFIZIEJCY 'OF DISCHARGE 
60C 
_SEC 
EXTRA 
44 
INPUT OATA'FOR" ;ONST. LOAD 
USESANE AS 'OR NO2ESTO=3 
ELECT."STOR.' 
PLUS?. 
-HObESTO=4 -
C GEAVG AVERAGi OUTPUT OF GENERATORS (KW) 
C C- OTHER IMPORTANT VARIADLES IN PROGRAM'. 
65 C BFUFL BOILER 'UEL USAGE IGAL/HR) 
• 
70 
C 
CC 
C 
C 
C 
CC 
CEO 3PRESS IN A/C ELECTRICAL DE4NO 
flO OOMESTIC + AUXIL ELECTRICAL DEMAND
_GFhKW---PRIME MOVER ELECTRICAL OUTPUT 
HRE HEAT RATE OF PRIME HO/ER 
Ci~~L)-Rf~~WRiO-VERED 
PMFUEL PRIME MOVE,( FUEL USAGE 
PMORCV- HIGH-GRADi HEAT RECO4 FROM GENERATOR -
(KNI 
(KW) 
(KW) 
(BTU/KWH) 
1_-ITLFHR) 
(GAL/HR) 
BTU/HR) 
C QAABS z HEAT AVAILABLE FOR ASS Alt (qTU/HR) ........ 
75 
C GAOS 
CC QOGILAD 
= HIGH-GRADE HEAT USED FOR ABS Anl 
= HEAT FRDM OILER'
JO---Oi J TESUEHNd'OT"IET "3Y-G"HEAT 
(BTU/NR)(BTU/H O)(BrU/HR) 
C 
C 
__ OOILA 
OIL-W 
LOW-GRA3E 
LOW-GRA)E RC3V RECOV HEAT NOT JTILIZED HEAT USED FOR ODMESTI" (BTU/HRI ..-.... 
tC 
0 
-
C 
C 
STD 
SED 
STKW 
= 
HOT WATER AND SPACE HEATING 
HEAT 4ASTED 
STOASE ELECTRICAL DEMAND 
tNE GY-it ELECTRICAL STORAGE 
(BTU/HR)(BTU/HR) 
(KW)(KW) 
C 
C 
STO ENERGY IN THERMAL STORAGE SJMMER-
OTHER SEAS-
(TONS) 
(BTU/HR)" 
85 C TONA A3SDROrION AIR CONDITIONING (TONS) 
C 
C 
C 
TONIC ...-
TORCV 
"COMPRESSION AIR CONDITIONING 
TOTAL AIGH-GRADE HEAT RECDVERE3 
(TONS) 
(BTU/HR) 
CO'iMON /IN/ STOI?5),OOOIL(24,QAABS(24),OQRCV(24),QHWOD(4), 
95 3 OWSTDr24),Of. 1Q(),PHrUEL(24),FUEL(2 ,CED(24),DED24), 
t TOIA(4),TON(24),TDND(24),SHTO(24),HRE(24),AUXKW(24),OEKW(2 ) -
$ ,GENKW(24,SED(4),TLO,THOT,TWS 
jag 
COMMON fNISC/ rJ,BEFFCOPA,COPC,DOFUELDPMFUELTONA,nTONCOCEO; 
I !GrNKWDTQ CVDOWSTSTOMAXHSTAXCQINMAXH,2 OTAXHTNINtAX, 
ThoTRAxRO 4CqAYPtTIrIc;PDTLSTH,oCTLSTC---------______________________________ 
-
105 
COMMON /IN4GEN/ GlLtIGENNJGEN,NG (24) 
OMO /SPLCS/ PRX(i3),dkTJY(I3) .XY(13),RADYII3),8HPX(13), 
I !HPY131,E:YC3) LHVY(13) t HPT(13) ,RAqT (13) ,EXHT{13),KWLOAD(j3) 
S FUCOI(131NI C13,NblEX(t),61314H (13),3FCONY(i3).ORCY(3). 
S LOY(13,3TFCOQI(13)tBTE HT (31WAUK(13)WAUKQR(13) ,WAUKLOl13),
r NFC0N(13; N3XT(i3 1 ,NWJt13) tJ'JLOD(3l),NCFCC3),NBCEX(13); 
________ 
3 
110 
4.5+R406 01/59/76 16.22.27 PAGEPROGRAM 3IUSS 73/73 OPT= 	 Ft 
3 ±SWU(3 )

-GATSFC(13lGAt[G(i3).CATL.O.Ci~.Gi31F3(I)*3L5LO{i3)*C
 
" 'F965EX(i31
. 511.1ifr968WJ(i3,,F968FC(13).5(412) 
DiMENSION INIJl(21) ITITLI( 1,ITTTL26 ,STKW(24),DATA(624)OU(10I 
i 1310() .5KW),T ( (2-TJhfATA), ()UM , S TO IAX) (STKWLST,JVAEDrNC1ST 

3 PCTIFILI 
DATA TNUM6H1 Al ,5H 2'AM ,6H 3' A ,6H 4 Al 6-15 AM .6H 6 AM, 
1 614 7 A4 .6H 8 A ,GH 9 AM ,bHI8 A .641 All .6H NOON
 
115 1....£i 5H 2 P4-6H 3 PH ,6H 4 PM .6A 5 PH ,GH 6 1H
 
6H47 P4I,6HI8PH.5H 9 PH 6SHIO PH1 ,11 PH G6HMO-HlT
 
AND EZHO INPUT DAlA 	 -......
C REA 	 T.. 

C
 
123 0O AO 1 OO. ITITLI--. . .....- ........
 
OPINT 190G, ITITLi 
. -  

READ I-05, MODSTOIGEN,NJMEN
 
OcAOD l, - -

PQIN1 1405, MODESTO,ISdJN, lUGENtFy,DEFF,COPACOPG,TLOTHOT,TWS....... . . .
 
125 Ir (Irfth.LE.3 .al. HOOEST).31.4) GO TO 99q5
 
rvL=GVW(IGENI
 
GO TO (155.20,d;30) MODESTO
 
C-------------REA) DAT FOR HEZHAL 
STORAG,: ANALYSIS 
Z5 -EA f0MX.,STOMAX:-Mi5 fNOT-MAX,f3NC-KAX:D1I ,UNHAXHqOTH!AXHIYNMAT 

133 zUA 1&IJ , POTIVILoCTLSTl,PTLSTC ......
 
'RNT 19I0, STOM X4, STDACC, IN'IAXHQOTHAXHTNINHAX.TNOTMAX,
 
I TOtICAX, OTIrIL,PCTLSTHPCTLSTC .........
 
S. 	 . .GO TO 155
 
SC ------------ READ DATA FOR ELEZTRICAL STORAGE ANALYSIS
 30 1: 	 =DHI
D10~u I1.71
135 

Tt) 

GO TO 155
 
------------ BUFFER-OJT DATA FRO PREBIOUS 

PINT 1gS, OU-Il I=--- -
DAY TO TAPEi VOR PLOTTING 
14u ItJFFEC OUT (1,L) (DATA(i1fDATA(5)2W ---
IF (INIT(l)) L45,99,9993
143 

GO TO 155
 
C------------ CHEC< FOl A3ILITY 70 PROCEED AFTEW ERROR ....
 
_____ 
~ISiIV (IflAY.CT.d) 50 TO 9993 
------- - -------.. PRINT 19.0, ItrTL1
 
C------------ READ DAILY LOADS -O- EACH HOUR OF DAY
 
155 -tiA lUS5, ILAY,I tSOW,I,1117L2
 
I (EOrfSO)) 9993,17C -..-...-. . -.........
 
17 PRINT 192., ITIT.2,IDAYISESON.I
 
.....53 ........ I (I.GT.a) GO TO 1.5----------- ..-.-.....
 
IF I'r)rSTO.Nr..) SO TO 180
 
'RINT 192t, GENA"J 
Id CAD IfAlh8, QHWn 
- VjAn'letO, SHE.T9 
IAD II. TOND
 
. .RO1l1, DEKW
 
RA:O RL AUXKW
Q 
PROGRAM MUSS 73/73 OPT=2 Frr 4.5R4fi6 01109/76 16.22.27 PAGE 4 
160 185 *PTNT ±925 
0 t90 I=1 ,2. . . . ... ----.. ---.. 
.RINT 
t 
1926, 1NUMI) .QOD(ISHETD t),TONDfI 1OEC(4I)'AUXKW(I).
OQPJ(Ib) 
3iOII=DEKW(T)fAJXKW(Il 
165 19 SOIT IN... 
ORFUELnL.D
noHFtIEL~, a. 
1T3NA=-.0 
170 3 dL= [-,'C 
OflNKW=C.O 
13ATNYWCv±.IT-lRCV=3.O0 
30wsjn=La 
GO O0 Q20 J0 rsO;rflr7OTIYUE-STT 
175 C * . . , 4* *4 *4** 4 6 * 
C 
C *4.4444 
NO cR'My 
*4 
T-
.9 
-o 
4 *44 
-
* ** *4. * * 0* . *44*4*4 
2!C ' 
O0 
INT 1953, tTITL2 
INT 1951 
L80 205 90 S.C 1=1,21; 
a 
±85 
C. .......... CALCULATE 
'E4KW (I) = DE) (IOALL HEAT(I) 
GENERATOR LOADS AND AJALLABLE .BS3RPTION A/C 
TOAA=OAAS (I) *CPA/±2-0D...0' 
TO'IEr=TONT (I)-TONAA 
IV "(TCINEO :C.-T "-TO 
-9-
C...........IF 
............ 
AfS AfC IS INSJFFICIENT, FIND ITERATIVE SOLUTION TO 
COP A/ , SLNERATCR LOAbS;'XNOABS A/C BACANCE ........ ... .. _ _-­ _ - : 
- CElCI)=TONNED/COC*3.t5 _ _ _.-
ITE. . . 
210 S~wI=~():OI 
195 T01C IM=CEO(I)O3PC/3.L5t 
_AS(I)=QAA S(II) . ........... . ...... 
-­ __________________ nlA(I)=QAnstI)-,OPA/t200).3 ___________________ _______­
JELTA=TOND(II-(TfNA(I)ITO'CITl 
I' (AnS(DELTA) .-T. Z.6) GO TO 260 
233 ZENNFW=CE(I)-t. 3ABS(EDI)1-CEDOLO) 
Zc2)OLD=CEDN11 
GO TO 253 
205 Z'.a 3E NEW:C flhI)+0.5'-AlS(CC ED(1)CEOLD) 
-S10O=CEb(rF-
rF3(I1=: ONEW 
C 
C S 
"25. ITE' =ITE:*1 ............ 
IF rITro.LL.!5) GO TO 213 
210 'kENT 1-391, 
GO TO 150 
i,Ua-*TA;CEDOL),cEON--W;TNc(I)" - - --- -- - ~ ____ 
26. -i..TnTr.=.OI.r... 
5
FYN 4.5+R%06 O1/C9/76 16.22.27 PAGE 
PROGRAM BIUSS 73f73 O't=2 

5-o- 70 2 
_
_
_C ............ ABS A/C IS SUFFIIEL4T,_0AL.ULATE HELWTE_ 

TONCII)d=.O 
. .
Q4 STO(t)=OAAOS(I )-QA9$SI)1OOILA( DAILY TOTALS
 
22a adO P FUtL (I HRE(IW*GENKW tI)eFV.
 
3FJEL(1):OBOILjI)M(F JBEF'I
 
..+..........CALCULATE FUEL USAGE AND 

1PlFUQLtOPMFUEL&PmFUEL(It 
)T3NA iTb nAt ONA(I
 
OT3NC=DTONC+TONC(II
 
.....
DS3lIKt=DGENKW4GE4KWtI) 
)T)RCV=3TQ&CV+TQI'V(I) 
IT (IMCSTO.ST.1) GO TO SLO
 
.
230 O.4ITT=DQWST+OQWSTO(II 
Su'D I TONAIIt,TONCI,CEDtIIGENK 
(JITQRCVI,OWSTII1 ,NG(It
 
CONIINUE 
IF (MODcSTO.EQ.21 GO TO 405 
235 POINT 1953 
-PINT 1934, OBFU LOP4FU7. (O FUEL DPMFUEL).OT04ADTONC.OCE -JGENKW,DTQRC$,lQWST) 
---
-POINT 1931 
..... n TO 140 
240 400 OP 40ICF 440S040 *0 44 4C THERMAL- ENERGY STORAGE OPTION (MffESTO=I 
--------
'"RINT'1955,ITITL2 ) ISESON
13 WGO TO (d9O5,5i0 

AJTUMN tHOT WATER" STOR4SEI--­
.WINTER,

wD65 OINT 1956
 .24 
C---------- SPRINS, 

IF tIrAY.GT.L) S1O()=STLAST..
 
.LOST=PTLSTH*SIMAXH
 
03 46C 1=1,24
253 

...4=DSTO(I)-QOILA(IT. . .
 
I (DIN .GT. OIN'AXHI QIN=QINA)H
 
IF (QOtIT .GT. QOTHAXH) O3UT=QOTAXH
 
255 STO(I+i)=STO(II1*1N-(QDUTIQLOST)
 
IF ISIOII+I) .GT. STOMAXHI GO TO 42Q .... ....... . .......
 IF SO1I+I) ,LT. C.G) 3 TO 435
 
2NSTD I)=rSTO(Il-QIN
 
263 10 TO 45a. . .. . . . .. ._:.. . . . .
 4e STOI41)I=STDMAXH
 
QII=STOAXH-STO(E)
 
)V.TD(I):OSTO(1)'-QIN
 
')3IL(I)=OPOILfII-QOUT
 
Vn'TO
265 

- -
6 PROGRAM BIUSS 	 73/73 D'tM2 FTN 4.5+R406 W3/9/76 1'.22.27 PAGE 
______ 	 tOUTrSTOtl
 
OtST~tI)Q3WSTU(I)-QIN
 
Wt2Tt(I=QQUIL~tI-QOUT
 
274 450 'W4ST:fQWSTO+gWSTO(I)
 
______________- 9CJ2LII) QPOI.(t)/IFV'BEP) ~ ___ ______
 
flcUELODBFUEL~l3rJEL(D)-_______
 
_________________ -'PINT 1957, I~tItIpULCflP4FULtII,T0NAt1b,T)NCt.ICEO(I____ -_____________________
 
3 -dRIQC~)eSTD(I),ST0cI~i),.G44I
 
275 460 'ZO'TINU7-____
 
I INT 195q
 
O- 1959, 	 _____--___-INT O'3FUELOPMIFUEL.OtONA.ODTONC,DCEl,0CGE1 W.DTORCVPQ$S!P 
,"tNT 1931
 
-RINT 1902 _____________________
 
280 -- --	 STOLAST=STOI25) -

Sf)TO 143
 
0

_______ _______50 'LNT 1960 ____________

~STI()PCTIFIOAC7'-t0MAX '-- ----- -- ______"-' ­
285 	 Ir(IOAY.GTi~ STO~i)=ST2LAST
 
00 59L 1=1,24
 
Et0t1)=TONCMAX/C2PG*3.5I5 
290 C.............FINO ITS ATIVr SOCufnok -TO-O6bTIK/0 -GEME-RATOR IWODST'-ANbCF 
bi __ C..............ABS A/C OALAN:;E 
________ 
___________________IF IC.E'40(I) .LZ. (CRLfl4J1GEJ4) GO TO 515 
r Ji(WfIf3GP1'N,JM3E'
 
295 IF MOM? *GT. 3EN<W(Il GENXW(110E011) ____________________
 
ZL) (I)=GENKW(I-EfI(I 
IF(CEO!?) .LT. 1.u) EI). _____________ ___ ____ 
515 IALL HCAT (I 
___________________TCA(I)=QAASS(IP 	 A/124060a 
IU (ITE .GT.3) so ro 550
 
C...........ALCULATE £NE .Y rLOd INTO/OUT 0F-ST0#A3,E
 
yr (TnthIN G0?.rIINMAX) TONIN:TNINMA­
305 IU (TCNIN LT.. I-TN3TMAX) TONIN=-TNOTMAX
 
---	 IF (STO(II1) LT.. 0.0) 3;3TO 540
 
IF (STOtII) .LE. STOIAXZI S0 TO55~
 
______T$NI N=STOMAXC-ST) (1)
 
303T3I. 1)=ST0(1)k+TONIN-PtTZSTCYSTOAXr­
.O TO 553
 
550 IF (CEDIIR *L-. 1.01 GO TO 570 ____ 
315 1ELTA:1OrJtIITO4N-(TQNAI),TONC(tl))
 
IF IAPs(OELrA) -. LT. .. 6) - 'GO TO 550-
IF (IELIA) 555,i,S6D0_______________________________________ 
_____ 
______________________________ 
____________________________________ 
FIN 	4.5+R406 Ot#09176 16.22.27 PAGE 7PROGRAM GlOSS 73/73 OPT=2 

320 ___ CE)t(D =CEONEW _______
 
____- GOTO565
 
6C !E3NEW=CEO(DI+0.S*ABSIZEOCIIG-EOOLO)
 
______________ 3)tI)CElNE4 
__37___________(-D,=_____a 
325 	 j65IF CCEI)II) "Lf .0 ff (~t. 
DRINT 1991. 2,D _LTA.CEDOL3.CEflNEW.TONIN
 
330 570 TON4t):TONDCI)fTONfN­
TA9siD=TONA(I)/;OPA'i2la3.0
 
--	 Q'5TD'(T) QAA9)SCI) -QABSIN_________
 
IrtOlJSD(I).GT.1:.) GTOTo Snff
 
P-INt 1995, JWST3CI)
 
r35 ---
GOTO 150 

-575 2W3TD(I)=QSTOII QOILA(II 
 .--------------
GO 	 TO 585 
341 	 580 P4WSTfllI)=OOILA(Il ______________________________________________
 
585 PIrLI)D'NR(I)-GENkW(I)FV
 
--
UE=O FUE +BE (I)
 
9)'IFUFLOO-MFULJ+L42MUEL (I)-- - ___ __
 
345 FTONAZ3TONA*TONA(I)

1TONC=flTONCI-TONCIII
 
j)GSNK~ltOGN'CW4G!'KWC I) ... ---------.­
------
'TRCV-TQACVfTQRCVfII
 
32POINT 19 61,IIUIIOUELIU-P WELIfflTON AtI')r0.NcCTI rtEO1f-
IGENK() t2R~(ifOA0ST01l),STO(I1I),4GtI) 
590 	ZbTT-T~LffUE
 
"TINT 1958 

-'---­35 0INT 1959, .OBFUEL;OPNFCfTONAOTONCOCE.OGiKdDTQRCVOWSTOD-"-
PPINT 1931 
--­
-STOLAST=STOCZS)
 
'0O TO 140 ___ ___ 

C.. -r. *4 '-. 44 44 * ri-. .--- ri ** 
_G ELLCTRCAL £NERGY STO &C-E OPTION tflOflESTOr3I
_360 
5Sb PRINT 19b5, ITIT..2-­
' INT 1951
 
10 65L I=1,24 _____________ 

365 Grikw(ii:GPC-NUM',ERf

ALL 	 FI'A7(I) 
- - ---. 
-- --­~ToNAA=2AABS(I)'CIPA/i2Ba3.n

________-
9!.TA=TONO (I$ -TO4A
 
IF ILTA *Gi. 0.0) GO T3 650'
 
370 ITmP=G
 
SE'IOLnfl:NKW(I)_
 
PROGRAM BIUSS 73/73 03T=2 FTN 4.5+R406 OI/0q,76 16.2Z.27 PAGE a 
375 
_______ 
380 
-
C ..... FINO MAX GEN OUTPJT AT WHICH A.LL 
615 CALL HEAT (I) 
TONlAA=OAAqS(I)-ClPA/i23aa.t 
OLTA-TONn(If-TUV1AA 
IF IAPS(OiLTA+t.3) *LT. 1.0) 601TO 650 
IF (DFLT4+iflI 520,65u",6!5 
*~~.,a S,0'NW=GENKW(Il-..AS!:.,KW (1) GEN0LO) 
=Ntl-CN CI 
WASTE MEAT CAN UE0___ 
- - -
______________ 
- - -
385 
____ 625 .7JFEW5NKH( I 3.SASG N(W( GENOLl) 
SENOLD 'CE IiW (I) 
;______4KW(T)=GEt4NE-W 
030 IF (GEN14 (I) .LT. T170) - 3WtbD--____________ 
IT I IT-Aza5i~Ohl6f 
___________ 
________ 
s4&i_ 
______640 
_ 
'3PINT 1991, 3,DU;TA,.GEWOL),GcNNH 
GO TO 150 
SENKWtI)1i.D 
OALL H-EA? (I 
OA3S (f=TONnhIl/COPA*i2O00.U 
-___ 
-­ _____________ 
I ____________________ 
.50TO 66J 
650 TO'JA(T)=TONAA 
-AISCT)=OAAqS(It 
rNClI):TONOCII-TONACI) 
- - -- ---- -
o 
0 --
______ 
405 
405 
660 CALL rLECSTO~i,t)AY) 
IF CIIAY.Gt.0) 10 TO '? 
'~IN1T 1991, .0fC)GN4I 
6 ) TO 
67C RtNT 1952, I4tJ(T),EOFfL~L),PMFUEL(13,(6?UELCI),PMCIJEL(I)I. 
- - --------
_____I,. 
-
'flNT 1953 
410 
______________________ 
'flNT 1954, O8FUEL,DPMFUrOFE4PFE~,TNTN.C0 
S OGENKW,OTQqCV,OQWST2------3____ 
"0114T 19.e1 ___ 
-___ ___ 
~~i5 
lV 69C I~t,2. 
'RIN T 1%b7. I~UM4(1);U-10(D-;' EO(IGSEU C_;ENKW (1IStrKWU-.r----
69~014OTINUE rw2)_______ 
GO TO 14i 
42. 
C CONSTANT LOAD ELECTRI0AL ENERGY STORAGE OfTION tNOOESTO'.1 
C . . . . . *# . f *"----* 4 *4*# 
700 0'INT 19.4, IrIT-a________________ 
P0.107 19h1 
10 7AG I=1.24 ________________________________________________ 
______________ 
__________ 
PROGRAM 9IUS 73/73 0PT=2 	 FTH 4.54R406 81/09/76 16.22.27 PAGE 9 
_________ 	 TONA (T)0AA9.(I) COPA/12000.0 _____________ _____ 
TONCiTI1TONI(I)1TONAII-_________
 
IF (TONC(I) *GF. 0.01 6O TO 720
 
C.39 	 TONA(TI)T0N0(I)
 
7202A31 =oAI/oAi0i.
 
_____________________CALL 	EL-CSTOCi,I)AY) _____ ________________________
 
IF IIDAY.GL.91 ;&'TOf4
 
!40) 'RINT I±.952, IKIItI,8FU-LCI) ,PfFUELtII ,(flJEL(I) *PIFUELIII), _______________ 
- T -- TOtJAt!) ,TONIG(ZF.EO,(I),GrENKw(I)"TQRCv(I),QwST2(I) .NG(I) 
S~~~~~760 	 ,ONTINU- _______________________________ 
'flNT 1953
 
440 'PINT 1954,_ 0OFUEL,DDM-UEL,(3BFUiL DPHFU.LbOT0A,DTON,DCED,
 
I DGENKW,DTQRCV,OQWSTD
 
_________________ OIJT 1"I1
 
OPINT 196
 
i.f m___ 
.i -I ),E1,24NWI)SK~
445 "?~'PINT 1967, INUt~uhaEO(!,,.ED(Ifs~I.EK~sKU 
770 CONTTVIVUE______ 	 _______________________________________ 
STKWLST=STKW(24)
 
____________5 0 TO 14.J
 
bd 450 9990 PcINT 1992 _ _________________________ 
I STOP CI 
F,9995 
-PINT 1993 ___________________ 	
__________________________________ 
STOP 2
 
1600 FrflMAT(BAjIG) ___
 
1635 FO&MAT(iI5)f _________ __________________
 
f7 fl5 kR t-fl3, BALO)
 
4019 00 F0RHAT(IH,6X* *---t,BAiC,t ......1
 
1931 F0RNATt-/t*5X- -MILLZONS OF STU PER H4OUR*)
 
_____19 62 FR0VAT(*D9StXC MILLIONS or aTuci 
t 9)XUACD0P tA8X*TL0Cs9X THOT*91OX tT WS*A/4,6XtAU TUIGAL)t93BX.3Cti0X*A(CF)t
 
465 ;)xI.(8lyffhiF9;73cxr9k73i, 9.;2 )1 -

I910 F'flIAT CIH-,..KtSl3I4AY4t6AtS TONiAX)?6YtQINHAXH$tYT2MtXHCXTNINMAXC
 
t 6XITN0TMAX$6XCAT04C 4 At97 YC'C TFILtA65X*PCTLS31NH*65XA9P3 TL STIC19/6
 
tI * (FTU) *5XC (T3'J-HOu'RS)3Xtt0TJ/I4R)*5x* (dTt/HR)tIX, 3(7X9t(TONSIt W
 
t 4ft3 X.IPPifl0. 3) .3C(7 XLPPF.1II)*31(8X. FI. 3) I
 
470 1915 FRM~AT (1H-,4XtSE)tAXCtrXS 0aAX~t6X*STKNMAX$7XuSrPCIN*7X*EFFCNGtX
 
______? 4(4Y,F9.3)2
 
19,u rO0V1AT~t-t/*-1DJRLY INOPUT DATA 'OR C6AIJIH,lOXtIaAy =*lS,5(
 
______ 6 ISLSUN =t1S,5Xtt =t153
 
475 *1921 FO-RNAT(11XIGlNAVS =CriO.Zt 0W9)
 
1925 rORHATtlHw..5Xtj),4STIC H)It9XtSPACE NEATINSCt6XtATR CONA.t8x ______________________
 
oprz FT4 4.5fR4O6 G0f9/76 16.22.27 PAGE L0PqOSRAM BIUSS 73/73 
485 
~6O 
-
S 8X1OLMANOt1iADEMAND*8K1ELECT DEM4ANDtStEECT DEIIAND%7X 
S tRErOiERE~t/1BXt(BT.U/jut)%IX$(9TU/HtiOXt(TO'S)i t2Xt(KW)tiiS.......____ $ *tKWtidXtCT/HU1%/) 
1926 FQ"MAT(5,A6,6t,iPEi2.;I) STqGEOP602Nf
1956 cnMAT(CO~U FT~k tA1 .IOtcN 
951 OZHA' (1H.,IZX 93ILER*5)X91'RIME M404Ek*5XtTOTALCKtA8S0RPII0UC3X 
t tC0MP:ZESS10Nl* t XtiLE:T 7:0Rt4XtGEIEP AT0R5KTTAL H.G.SX$WASTEOC 
35 4XtNz.*/3Xt93Jg.tt)X,;(4KFUEL QEO),2(BXtAIR ON0),SX ________ 
5- (09'A/Ct..XASET OUTPJtS 4X*hEAT qRtflVt6XtHEATt5XCGEN*/TX, 
t. 3(5X,(GAL/R)),2(8Xt(T0NIS)fl,2(9X*CKW)*),ttX()*I/) ____________________________ 
. ____­
92 
t3 2(6X,-bPF7.3) ,3X,I3I 
r9OR9A1(6Y,3(5)I ----- *3,i~,Xt59----$1X$---- tiX, 
495 
1955 rOJNA'itOUTOUT FOkR Z5-AitfOYUTH-_ANAL STORAGC OPTIONW'S) 
1-956 FOVI4AT (iH-,i2XflOILERZ5Xt'kIMa MOVR4XtA8S3ROTIo43NZxsc3PRESSION*__ 
f 4XrLECT FUR$ 4 XtGE JEtAIOzktXtTOTAL H.G.*3flW&STE1tSXtENEPGY IN* 
S 4X N./3XtHJRiX,2( 4 9 FUEL OE'flt),2(6X9tAIR 0N3$t),6X 
T sciPV A/Ct4XtSET OUTPUJT$4KMIEAT RCCOJC 6AC*HEATT7XC STORAGE*5X 
- '-- - - - - -
1957 P2OU.AT(2X ,A,5X,rl.i ,bX,FT.I,IX, 3(7X*FY.1) ,5X,F7.1 ,LX, 
____ 
- -­ 195 O0910(SX,2(5K$ ------9,4i,3(X (S--------- --
t ~ ('Yt ----- t)) 
SDS i9~~~9Yfl"-2 XCOT tX,8.,, ,:.±6,36PFa1FEf8.____3)____)_____________________________ 
L960 ro MAT (jH-,ji2wtq21LER*3X0RIME 40O.$Rt4 XCAflS'RPTIONt3XCOMPRESSION* 
4 Xt:LEcT P'aRt4x;LNEr;ArOit5XtTOAL H.G.S5X9WASTEOCSXtENERGY INY -
_____ 
S3 4)ttN3.t/3KCH)tiX,24KtFEL P.EDC,2(6X$AIR ON91,SX ___ 
5Th -- IS SCOPP A/CAqytS:-T OUJTPUTs4XXHEAT aECOVt6XtHEAT97CASTORAGE*5X- _____-____­
t t N't /tIX,2C5 X( tG ALIHRt1.2( (I8X O3N S)t, .2 ( 9X*I )t)2t1iax5(ft) 
S XtiTON:HR)i/) 
L961 COKAT(2,A5,5X,7.,6XJT.L,1X,3tX.F7.I ,BXFT.1.LX. 
t 2(&X,-6PF?.3) ,6X,uPF.t,4.X,I3) 
513 _ 95 'O'NAT(*2.OUT'UT FOP C,BAID.IJXXCELE3TFICAL STORA;z 3PTION,*) ______________________ 
1966 rO;!MAI Cu4l 2XCJDM4ESTI' t5 tZOMP-ESSIONs5XsSr ORASEC 5X 6E:NERATOR*4)X 
I_ gt[EGY INS/3Xt9H3tRt2l 3(t3X;LEC UirAN~x) ,3XtSzI OUiTPUT94)( 
A CsTOR4GLC/5XI(i3XC(KW) 1) 9(K~W)tX99fFwti)C/) 
1967 FJ2RMAT2X,A5,7y7.,2(n(F7.1t,2(5X,rA.1I _______ 
Th.1 96t FOIAT(CI OUTPUT 0OR*,6AIJ,OXCCONlSTANT LOAD ELr-ZTRICAL STOOGE s_ 
f OC'TION't) 
1191 FO~1ATf*-=E= ERtOR -- 4l3P? THAN 25 ITtRAT!O0IS REOUIPEOEFEt 
_________ 
___ 
-
525 
igebtmAT - ERk ORl-IN- 8 PFR-O UT OPERA TI) 
1993 FOniATs------------ERROZ IN INPUT 
j995 rFlPMAt=:==t e oZ - IJSUFFICIENT COOLING CAP&:ITY 
$ IGXIOWSTO =?iPE14.3% 3TJ/HPAI 
EEC 
C) 
______________ 
-----
_______________________ 
_________ 
________ 
___ 
____ 
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1. ~SUBROUTINE HEAT
 
HEArING REaUTREHENTS.A/C AFTER SAT!S VINr 40T HATER AND SPACEc 

2 4 )Y.
:CaNNON /IN/ STOC25shQaDILI2.),OAAB3SCZ4),OQRCYCZ.),QHWO( 
--- 2 4ft OILW(24),OOI 	AC24),PH~kRCV(2k) ,OHWAOC24),TOR.Vt24) ,QARSC24. )4- _ ____­
~~IONSTD(2 4 b,0Ifl,0C2d,PMFUELIZ4),9FUEL(24),CEOC 4)ODE(S 	
,DE'C1424)f_ TOHA(24),T011CC24) ,T3NUC241,SIETO(24),HRE(24).AUXKWC24) 

10 fi GEN< 24SaSE TO24),TI r9LIY.
 
0 1CA..L rNQRATI(GENK ,PHQOR V, 4RS,,OIC ­
_________r 
-----	 ,fYQcv=PxfnCv)+OQRZ~VtI) 
IFIO .GT. CTHJT+±0.0)) SO TO. 20 

QC4 =QHWO (I)U/ITDTTWS tTL010.O-TWS)
15 

10 __________________________________________IF(OI!COII).LT.Q%;HK) GO.To 
QH4AKOII)2HJWD If i-OC6H 
1OILWtCI=QC4K
 
-)OTLA r) =OILCQ(I) -OOILW (I
 
20~ GO TO 60
 
20~ ~ 5 T6'OL6I0. 
2G'WAO 17) CHWO (1) -OIL0COt I) 
IFIOWADI)) 40,3C,30
 
30 90 IL A(r)=. 0 

,D To 60 
40Q'SSHD()HdOI
Lo 
-a0 	 IFIONSP) 53,5a,93 

50 V3OILW(I)=Q$NOCII4SHETODII
 
')OILA (I) =-ONS0 
3540T12
 
60 ORiM=1ORCV(I) -OHMA(I)________
 
--
2N!LWSHETO(II-QEM
 
IFIOWrO) 7L,73,83 _____
 
7G 'AA SSI)=-ON')
 
40 	 QDLI~. 
~---QtBOILCI)=ONEO- -­S~~80 Q)AA9S(I)Cu. 
GO TO 120C__ 
45 9L 	Ol'ZNTQACV(I)QNSP-____
 
191ILW (1)=OItCQ (1)
 
_________ 
IFCOREr)±llI0i 

______--100 QAASSCIIOREH
 
QBOIL(I)=0.0 	 _____________________________________________53 
 GO TO 120
 
110 fqMILfI)-QRM
 
hA&0FS cirTw;_U
 
FT4 4.5+R406 t69/76 16.2Z.27 PAGE 2SUBROUTINE HEAT 73/73 OT=2 

iO &ET'U RN 
H _ __ _ _____ ____. --­
~
____-- -------­
-- ----- ---- - -
--- ---- -
- --- - _ _ 
_ 
C 
GrJ 
--
_________________ 
O'T=2 	 FT4 4.S R406 0109/76 16.22.27 PAGE
SUBROUTINE GENRAT 73f73 

.. CSROUTINE -ENRAr(K,QRC. RE.,OILCQ--

. . . C SUIRUTINE E4RA "CAL:JLATES PRIME MOVER FUEL REQUIREMENTS AND
 
C WASTE HEAT RECOVERY SIVEN THE ELECTRXCAL DE44N0 IKW)
 
5 C
 
COHMON /INGEN/ GtL.IGENNJ GENNG1241_..... . ... ... . . . .
 
CHIMOH /SPECS/ P!RX(13),WATJY(i3),EXY(i3),RAOY(13I BHPXti3)
1.BHFY(13),EGY{LS),LHIY(13),BHPT(13),RADT(13),-XHT(13),KWLO40O(13) ­
" FUCONf13),BNIPC(1J,313EX13) ,:lWHt13), 0FCOqY(13IORCY(i3)
 
10 T LOY(13),BTFCO(13),Ti(HT(13)WAU<(13hWAUK (13)WAUKLOL3),.
 
NSC WJI13,NBU Q(13g,FF3F3(3,F 44J(31,FMEX(3),fL0l 3|LOC,3I_ 
S CATS;. (13)CATHG(i3)lCATLO(IIhC315FC(13),CSISLO(L3),C315W(13) 
3 ,F96 8EX(13) ,HF8L313 1,:95BWJ(13)F96FC(t3I< _____D__1____I<__(2_1,F(12) 

15 1IMENSION KW(24),HR(24),3ILCO(Z4)2.GC(241
 
REAL K~-ADLV LO-1,E sCNrONSWBX,4FOBO 
T NWJ,KI 
............................
20 TF (NGtI).GT.0) GO TO -	 . 
.INT 903, NICI) 
_____________________ 
ST3P II _____________________ 
5IF nC(1fbT NUM(EN) NI)NGE 
';LAD=K(E)/NG(I) 
25 	 rRRL=GLOAO/GRL
 
- - (PFkL .GT. 1.20) GO ro 790 
GO TO (iD,2,3,tCa63.0OO90-iO0.±10.iZO)-IfEN
 
C------------- 1540 KM VOR3BERG )IESEL
 
30 	 CALL INTERP(PERXQY,2EqZLL_)
OR; C )=Y*NG(II 1OOOG.
 
"ALL INTERP(PERXLOYPERRY)
 
OILCO(1)=Y-NG(I) IOQUO. 3 
RETUPN 
35 C------ Z=-425 KW4AUKESA3ItSEL 
........--- - -20 CALL INTtRPIPEPX, WAUKPERfL, Y)_ 	 ____

-RE fT)=YIC OQ
 
CALL INTERF(PERXWAUKOR,PERRL.Y) 
49 	 CALL INTERq(PERX,WAUKLOPERRLV)
0I-0Q1IIJY-N6(I)-IOUU000;3
 
RETURN
 
C---------- -22ZO KH ORDOBERG IZESEL
 
30 	 ZALL TTERPtPEPXn GrcPEiRLHR~tX-_ 
45 	 :ALL INTERP(P.PXBN3EX.PElRLY)
 
_______________________QC ( IYN C(I)1i}J0l ,u 
ZALL INTERP(PSRX; ENBiWHPE RLY 
0.2 	 ___ 
_________ ~3T.COI=YNG(Ii e600C 	 ____ 
nETURN
 
50 C- .---------- 1750 K,4 'OROBERG )IESEL 
40 	 CALL tNtIRP(PERX,tFCONPERRLHREtlfl
 
,ALL TNTERP(PERX,NrEXT,PEULY)
I) ±Z|YNG II)'102000.3
 
SUBROUTINE SERRAT 73/73 OPT=2 FTN j.5+Rr6 dif09/76 16.22.27 PAGE 2 
.... 55...... .­
3ALL INTE$RP(PE XN3Aj, E 
ALL INTERPPERX,NWLO,PE M L )3ILQQ(I =(X.Y) NC(ISiOJ3 .f 
RETUFN 
-
. . .. . . ........ .. . .... .... 
__65 
71 
50 IALL !NT RF(PERXNt3CFC,PE kLHRE( I . .. . . . 
CALL INTERP(PEqXNBCEXP RRLvy) 
R II)=Y9NG(1t33J3.O--
CALL INTERPIPERXNB WJPERL.X) 
-ALL TNTERP (0RXNh.LO, PRPLY) 
fILCQII:IX4y) (I11 O3.Da 
"R 
. . ------------- 473 KW PAIRBANKS-MORSE OIESEL 
60 IALL INTERP(PEPXF;SFCP:RkLHREItII----------------------------------­
.ALL INTERPtORXFM XP RRLXI 
.ALL INTERP(PEPX,FMWJPLY) 
ZII(X*V)~fJGIIIOL.O0Jo. 
'ALL INTEF(PERXFVLOPERRLYI 
01ILC QC(I)=YN-G(I)3 Iu. 6J . 3 
Rru'N. 
.. .. . . .. . .. .. .. 
.. .. .. . 
. 
. 
75 
C------------ 475 KH ATERPILLAP DIESEL 
70 OaLL 7NT RP(PERX,CATSF ,P RkL,HRE I) 
CALL flJTEPP C£kX, CATHIS, P£PL, Y 
' 
ZALL INTEAP(P:RXGATLO,P- RLY) 
OILZQlII=Y-NC) lilOaCo. 1c 
85 
C-- --------------5u KW 4AISIA ISEL 
80 ZALL IXU RR(PdsXEGY,PE'fl.,YI 
'f=GLCAD/ lY-I . 7.5) 
- -LGLOA/(YGL)CALL TNTERP(RHPX,LHJYPO,f­
- -- . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 
. c.. 
90 .. 
QI N=Y.*O 
CALL T'TEkF (P-14X,WAT JY, PiFL,PQWJ) 
,A7LL INTERP(pLP,;CHaY,1ER:L,P3HPr-______
.ALL INTERP(P- ,EXYPERPL,PEX)----
A L 1 (P-RX, ADY -- _L,PRA 
'Li-l.a-(POJfP34PfPE(*PR&l
( Q"-0 14G11IIY= - X cItU-14t 1 
-TE-P.. 
- - -- - -
_ 
- - -- -
_ 
-
-
-------­
_ 
. I 
95 
ITLC (T)=PLO-OINH-G(I ....11_ 
2RZII=XY.0.55Y 
_ _ _ 
LOD 
C------------- 315 KW ATERPILLAP 2ILSEL 
93 "ALL !NTtQF{(RXCC313FP!P'LHqEtt) 
CALL 
, 3(I)=Y~ltI1)J3JO.J .. . ... .. 
ZALL tNTER(PikXC315LO,.EPRLY)OI.Cfl(!1YN301) 1O000038.3 " 
105 
RETURN 
C------------­ q65 KVI FAIzZBANKS-MORSE OISEL 
JUr ALL'TNTERP (PERX; F96FDP7Rtt, IRE( 
3 FTN 4.54R406 O±'O'J76 16.22.27 PAGE
SUBROUTINE GENRAT 73/73 OPT=2 

CALL INTERP(PERX.F9S8WJ.P-RRL,Y) 
±10 
QRC,(j=(X*Y)-NGI)iJ0002.0 
CALL INTSRP(PEiRX,F968LO, 0ERRL.Y)_____ 
qiLCO (I Y'NGtI'-i6dODO. 3 
C ---- 400 04 AIRESEAqCH TURI'E 
________ 
110 -ALL 
CALL 
INTERP(P6RX,EXLIT,oERRL,X)
INTrRP(P"Rn,RA)T,PER3L,RAO) ____ 
'ALL TNTERP(PERX,8HPTr,PERRL,BHP) __________________________________________ 
'Acc-ThTt:ZPIkNLJAO;pUcON; SCOAOSJT 
$I=YNG(II 
- QRCfI=X'QINO0.55 
±20 ______OTLCO(T=QTNH±(.]- (X*RAO+iHPi I - -
c---------iuK 'dA TUFRBfINE­
120 CALL TIT.Rf(PEPX,BTrCON,'-±RRL,$RE(t)_ _- - -- - -- - -- - -­
125 CALL TNTERP(PERxITEXHr,'EP'kLY 
OTLCO (DI 0.193'NC(I i93000 0.0 
±30 ?90 PkIN4T 910, N (I PERRL 
ST)P 12 
C 
H JO FO)RMAT(t--* ERROR IN N; =tT39 '~*il 
910 rORtAT-...tI3t GENE-RATORSOPERATING OVER 123% OF RATED LOAD 
135 1 -- PERRL =lF7.at * 
SUBROUTINE ItTEPP 73/73 OPT=2 Fri 4.5*R406 D1'09/76 16.22.27 PAGE ± 
± 
10 
15 
o 
C 
SU3ROUTINE INTER'(X,YXE.YE) 
-SUbrOUTTNE INrERD IS, USEO TO LINEARLY INrERPOLATE 
VALUES IN T4 ARRAYS (X ANO Y) TO FIND THE VALUE 
_T0MENSION X(13) Yin) .. . .... . .......... .. 
I'(XE.oE.X(±)) G3 TO 2 
O0 INT q9 ..... ... .. ... . . .. 
V =3.6 
';0 TO 7 2 J=! 
3 EF (XEXCJI)6;5,4 
IF(J).LE,13) GO TO 3 
5 -Yp:YJ 
SO TO 7 
6 YE=Y(J-1)+(Y(J}'Y(J-Il}/(K(J)-X(J-111*(XE-X{J-1)I 
BETWEEN 
YE AT XE 
20 
I -7 R- TURN 
99 FODtlAT{* * - * TE INDE.PE.40ENT VARIABLE IS BUT OF RANGE 
--------..---­
*****) 
0.Co . . . . . . . .. . . . 
SUBROUTINE ELEOSTO 73173 0PT=2 FTN 4.5*R416 f±0/76 16.27.27 
PAGE 
________t 
S 
Dn__CMMON /IN/ STO(25_____________AS(_____________________,- -
S"- OO'bTLW(i24),OUI-A(24), P4flROV(24 ,OHWAOC24I.TOR-Vt(24 ),OA~Sr2. 
T OWT t,4B i3Q(1),P UL(4)-FUELt(24) ,CEO(Z?4) ,OfO( 241k, 
Ft~fA (2,TNC0 k)T9N72W ,ST244),HRE(41,AbXK 4(
20T KW Q 4) 
. GCIIKW24SEO(24) *TLD,rTHOT.TWS 
'.DMMGN /11150/ F,=FCPOCDFULOMJL3OADOCD. 
_______-
2rF5.YETOIS,STKWLST,flENLOADOUMiI 
C 
C 
C 
O~IVALEr40E tST3"42f;-sTK4) 
' CALLJLATE STORAGE ZIAR;EIOIS:ARGE 
INSTORAGE 
RATE AND AMOUNT 
-
OF EEG 
I-
-- -­
-30 
20 
25 
_U 
Z-i( f=TONc(II/)PC33 5t5. 
eo0IT= G ENR fY--fl-r~OIIf :D(I) 
IF (SEfl(II .GT. SEOMA(D) SEOI)I)SEONAXC----
Ir (SEDl) LT.. (-SED11AXO)) SE3(Il=-SEOHAX) 
~IFIT.CT.i) 00) TO 123 
IF (IP'AV.GT.il SO TO 1±0 
ST)RE-KW=STFCI'4SrKWMAX 
6l'TO013a 
110 ST3DRE0l=STKWLST 
.0 TO 133 
120 s3T)eEKN=STKN(I-L)-----------____--
33 IF (SF111))l 1'.0,±50,15O 
C............. OISCHARGv _________________________________________________ 
140) ST<W(IrUtFS.3YS TORKWSE(I/FP 
IF (ST<4MI .GE. 0.3)* GO TO 163----­
STgW(1)=3,( 
S~l(Th=EFFS3Y-FFOISSTOECW _______________ 
'0 TO 1601 
--
______ 
-
- -
-
--
- -
______ 
--..­
35 
40 
- ---
C.............CHA~6 __________________________________________________ 
l- T-lI=FF3fSn&'+ 
IF (SIK.J(I) .LE. STKWNAX) GO TO ±60 __-____-
ST<WCDC)STKWMAX 
-­)!I)=(STKWMAXE FFS3Y.5T)REKW)/EFrCHG _________ 
- -i16U GFNLOAr=S D(I)c-:n(I)+DEO(In 
IF (AeSIGENK'-(I)-&ENLOAO) *LT. 2.31 GO TO 210 
- -
45 
-- -
C 
C 
C 
'FIN-) ITERAT IJE SOLUT IOM TO 
APS A/CqIALA4C2-------------------
COMP AIC;, GENERAToiC LOAD; -AND -
170 GEJKN(I)=GENLOAO
I- TlER.LL.dl25 
__b 56 _______ __________________________________________ 
RETURN 
.. 1 _ 183 CALL H4EATCI) __________________________ 
IV (TONAA .LT. TONOCI)) ;O TO 190 
SUBROUTIN4E ELECSTO 73/73 OPTA2 FY14 4.5+R406 01/09/76 16.22.27 PAGE 2 
TONA II)-TONO (l) 
GO TO' Ml 
60 
__________ 
TON4G (yTONOCI)-TONA (II - -. 
,E(T)=TONC(I)/C)PC-3.5i5 
&ROO S'LOAJ'CEO(iI+SEDI(I)4DEOtI)V____________ 
~ 
______________________TOTT +i 
-
65-
________ 
TO 
_________ 
~ 
210 S14TD(II OAAlSt(1)-OA93S(t1) -OILA(I) 
0MUEL (t1=fr-(I'GEI<.411)VFV 
3FJEL(XDG'nOIL(E)/{FV-BEFfl______Z_______ 
OBULD9U +9JL I) 
0JNA'-t0NA fTONA 1if-­
~~-- -'TUNC=DTONC+T0NZ^(I) 
-----­
---
.--------­
-___ 
tI 
75 
S1~~NKWIG NKWEKW+Gx'II<W(I) 
1)T0RCV=DTQP-CV+T2RCV(I) 
IWSTrjDQWSTOfQWSTO(I) 
R=TOM 
_ -- -
BLOCK DATA SENDATA 73/73 OPT=2 	 Fr 4.54R4O6 01/09/76 '16.22.2? PAGE ±
 
-- ± 	 ~~3LOCKDATO'EI DATA-	 -___________________________ 
.	 'C
 
C" -BLOCK"DATA- GEN3ATA WHICH
R0JTTN6 INITZILIZES TE-AtAYS 
C 	 CONTAIN THE 'ROPERTIES OF THE VARIOUS GENERATORS 
C 
_O4MON /SPtCS/ P!RX(i3),dATJY(i3),EX(13).RADY(3).9NPX(13. 
t BHFY(13),EGY(3).LHY(L3),BHTI31, RADT-(131 .XHT(13),KWLO AtD131 
5 F tiCfNi3BNFC(t3),3N3EXUC N_(_1 _, (31 , BN3WH (13),DFCOf(li). CY(13 ). 
A LOY(13), TFCO(±)DT HT(±3 ,WAUK (13. WAUKQ U31 ,WAUKLO(131t 
13 	 NBFC0N(13,N 131,_N_4L__1_N_3_CFC(_3_)_,_NF X(U 3XT(3),N8WJ(1NrN'TLO(i3)1N) (,3);NCE(W1J), 
f NDC41113i;iCb(it3T7M srzF.MAJ(,F8 13) .F MXU3) ,*FMLO413) o 
CATS C113) tATHG(131 ,CATLO(13)C315FCI3),C35LO(13),C315W( 1I 
" .F968Xf13),F958LO(13) ,96W J(13),F968FCU31WI(12 )
REAL K.WLOADLHVYLOYNBCENCF:,Nt.CLON CWJNEKT0dFCON,NBLO,. 
15 	 -- NPWJ
 
DATA WATJY/*7,3.4 , .*1lt.0.375,0.355,0.349,.0.34,3.340.335,
 
T ..33,3-0.32/
 
20 ____ DATA EYY/D.275,0.255,O.244.0.236,0.233 0.333,0.a2z2n6O.iZZO/

9ATA PA2YID.05,2.L68,3. B;G.J9,.98,0.095,3u.2B.J.±G,30.i4/
 
flTA R1PX/6.4,33u.0,350.e.400.du ,0C,00O, 550.0,6J0.,O650.G, 
SJATA 	 H;/=Y.,ti::,7,flOf5,D.26ZO29,0 .3~15d.3,33,.32i.ZZL ......... _
25 	 3-J.29/
 
T 	 0.,D.92,0.Li/
 
_')ATA 	 LHVV/±i50C.u.iieja.O.O350.u.9890.3,9450.0.8975.0,8400.0,
 
30 OATA EHPT/., , J.G,L95,O.11Oi3,0.145,J.I57,0.t79,88_
 
I 0.1oS.Qi,1 hidS1 /
 
..27,;.27,3.27/
IATA EXHT/ .47,. 48,0.49.l0*G.50/ 
IATA FUCON/u.U, .8E4E,4?E6,.26,S.?E6,6.2E6,6.7 E6,?.E6.
 
I 7.7!6.T.3-6,7.3m6,7.3-/
 
DATA BgI"FC/6997.J,952t, ,972.0,q930,90.96f40. 39950.0/
 
jATA r/6l123,±.525,I.83.2.155.2.46,32.84/ -7n 

43 	 jATA N8WH/S'0,92,3.b 3,J,78C,0.B?.0.95,3'I.63/
 
JATA OFCONY/bj232. ,I'GLL-0t3'99Q3;O0,3990.G 
______ 	 3ATA O'Cy#L.,0.38,O.?S,1. 1J,i .44,T±.DS2.22 ,272?3,33.00____ 
0
)ArA TF^ON/.0T.4*40.D.3B05GL.O,2770L.,25600.0.241CO.0,230O.0,
 
IATA-WAKLtii.2I,i1.9?,iD.?i,1J o46,1.0o33,13 235,L±02/.......................
 
IATA WAJKOP /5'.53,J .79,3. g,1.1It.27,i1.44, 31.531
 
JAVA WAJKLO/5-e.J?,0.09,0. 11.0 ..15,0.17,3'o.18/
 
nFGN/) 50OA 03irj.fl,9453 .a,21.. 3.970.D,8995, 6980.0 369?U.O/ 
-.... .. .	 DATA ft- XT/J.O 0.46. J. 1..06, L.36.L.67, 1.'97 2.29, 2.6,2. 93,3-3.27/ ..
 
_ATA NUaJw3j/,3.Z8,0.55,O 83.1;i-,i. ,i.34,i8,I.6 A°±332.2/
 
lATA IJL/;,;6J3;;43.0.64,0.7,;98.il5i.3;1.-?i. 3 i;,
 
BLOCK DATA GENDATA 73/73 OT=2 FT4 4.5tq406 0UlG9/?6 t6.22.27 PAGE 2 
55 . . 
DATANRrttaoog~oagooqocoas.Boo3abfh 
3ATA PS^EX/53.4 4.2, 5., 5.8 ,6.6, .4.38.2 
'ATA CWJ/5'27, 3.C2,3.,673.70 4.15,4.60 3*5.38/'lATA N-3LO/-1 .511.94,2.4C,2.95,3.60 ,4.4O,3'5.1W 
63 - - ,r)0T. 4,30.O.9,...133.....177,..22,....25 3....2 8 5.. 3 23,.. . . 
...A Fr..W/L.0,.J44,a0.u89, L.133,0.7?,&.22C.0.365.O.509..625, 
.. ....65 
- D~~ATA r LO/&.,L.37 6 , 156 L.234, u.313, 0.390,0.'6O4i,0.60,________________________ 
Q.665,0'72U";d.&1h,C.9 C/ ... --.......... 
DATA CATSFC/&'lZSJv i.u,122a.J, ll73.0,i54u.0,1423.0 ,311i4a a/
lATA CATHGO3,.3.275,O.,5, L.85 .1.125,1.425L 625,L.925,2.2,2.,; 
2.7 .b875,3?53.455/
DATA CATLC/f.3 ,).05, .I,. 15, 0 , O.225,3.2755,6-3.3/-...
3ATA C315FCI3v 96.j,13JL. , i1959.3. 11454.a,7111la7.O/ 
-
I 
t,3 
75 
.. .... 
DATA C315EW/3 * .).25,0 5.6,0.95,1.125,1.2251.4,1 .675,1 .9,3*2.0/
DATA F58LX/3l.57,3.730.d,0.97,1.1, ,.25,1.4,1.57, 3*-.75/
DATA F58LO/34.b2,3.67,0 .73,0.19,±.ng,±I.i25,1.45,3*1.6/
3ATA r9684J/3,3.3O°38,u.4 ,0,5,C. 64 , .72,u. 815,3-0.91/IATA F96 FC/313593.,L25 C.L,1350.,Ll73 .,IL3OO. ,131CG.,5-1O360./ 
DATA GA/i154 .0 .425. ,2LJ.0,1750., 4415 . 478.0 ,475.C,523.D 
3 .C 
. .
D1... 
. . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. 
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R or your order will be manually filled, insur- You may also place your order by tele­
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for $2.00 North American continent; $3.00 count or an American Express card order 
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